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From the Editor

On the last day of the 31st annual meeting of the Society for Ethnomusico1ogy
(Rochester, New York. October 1&.19, 1986), when all the paper sessions were
over, and before everyone scattered and returned to their places of origin, a
group of about twelve 0Unese music specialists gathered in the basement coffee
shop of the Eastman School of Music to linger just a little longer. According to
the first ACMR Newsletter OW\e 10, 1987), they gathered "to acquaint themselves
with one another and their work. It was unanimously felt that similar meetings
should be held in the future." Thus ACMR was born ten years ago, and. has met
regularly ever since (twice a year from 1987 to 1993 in conjunction with the AAS
in the Spring and SEM in the Fall, and once a year in the Fall during the last two
years). The cities we have travelled to include Cambridge, Ann Atho. San
Francisco, Tempe. Washington. Chicago, Oakland, New Orleans, SeaggJe. los
Angeles, Oxford (Mississippi), and Milwaudee. 1his year, we are celebrating ow
tenth aruUversay, with a special meeting in the Fall, to be held In Toronto and as
usual with the annual meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology. I hope many
of you will join us for this Special occasion. Please see details on p. SO.

After an hiatus of several years, ~CurrentBibliography on Cl\inese Music~

returns to ACMR REports, compiled by contributing editor, Sue Tuohy. Members
are urged to send information to Sue for inclusion in the next installment. See
information on p. 52.

Nancy Guy, Lee Tong Soon, and larry Witzleben proof-read this issue.



The Chinese Sheng: Emblem of the Phoenix

Alan R Thrasher
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Introduction
The sheng mouth·organ is among the two or three most ancient of

0Unese instruments in continuous usage. spanning a period of dose to 3500 years.
This history exists in a nearly unbroken chain of documents from the ancient
oracle bone inscriptions and Confucian classic texts to Tang dynasty poems and
writings of the famous court theorists Olen Yang (1104), Zhu Zaiyu (1596) and
others. Supporting these written accounts are numerous archeological finds,
stone reliefs and paintings. While only part of this legacy is remembered. the
instrument retains an important position in ensemble traditions of northern and
central·eastern Olina.

In this article I will merely sketch this very extensive history,
focussing upon ideas and trends. Some of the more significant details regarding
pipe/reed numbers and materials of construction will be mentioned; but for the
less significant details, the reader is referred to the sources cited. A second
article will follow, examining the extraordinary development of the free-reed,
its sophisticated technology and acoustical relationship with the reinforcing
reed·pipe.l

The sh~ng consists of three parts: wind--ehest, pipes and reeds. The
wind-chest (douzi) of most regional instruments is bowl-shaped, of wood or
metal (formerly of gourd), with a short blow·pipe mounted on one side. Through
the flat upper surface of the wind--ehest, 17 bamboo pipes (guan) of varying
graded lengths are inserted in an incomplete circle. Located near the lower end
of the pipes are finger-holes, though traditionally three or four pipes are mute
(i.e., blocked and without finger-holes or reeds). Secured by wax to the bottom
of the pipes (which are enclosed in the wind--ehest) are free-beating metal
reeds (huangpian) with rectangular tongues. Reed tongues vibrate (on either
exhale or inhale) upon the closing of a finger-hole, which seals the air column
by allowing the pipe to reinforce reed vibration. As a result, several pipes can
be (and are) sounded at once.

Alan R. Thrasher is Associate Professor of Music at the University of British Columbia.

1 I wish to thank my sheng teachers Hu Tianquan (Qianwei National Orchestra), Xu
Chaoming (Shanghai Conservatory of Music) and Zhang Taining (Central Ballet
Orchestra) for thea many hours of help in learning aspects of history, construction and
performance practice. J am also grateful to Robert Provme and Terry Miller for their very
thoughtful comments on the early draft of this paper.
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Invention of the shm/, according to the c.1st century B.C. Uji ("Record
of Rites") and other classics, is ascribed to Nil Wa, the legendary sovereign of
about 2800 B.C. While this invention myth should not be taken literally, it
does suggest that the mouth organ was thought to exist many centuries before
the related instruments ht and yu were documented in the Shang dynasty oracle
bone inscriptions. At any rate, the sheng is believed 10 be an indigenous
development and therefore associated with the most ancient cosmology,
particularly the mythic phoenix and its attributes. The 2nd-eentury dictionary
Shuowm lini (Xu, c.121) states of the sheng that:

[It) looks like the body of a phoenix. [Its music] is the sound of
the New Year, [when] all things sheng ["grow"); therefore it is
called shmg ["mouth organR].

In this account, the instrument name, shnrg (Fig. If), is unmistakably shown to
derive from its homophone shnrg (meaning "growth"), over which appears the
radical for "bamboo" (Fig. 19) in reference to the pipes. While not a pictograph
(such as he and yu, examined below), this is one of the important naming
methods employed during the late Zhou period.

Inclusion of the "bamboo" radical in the written character for sheng,
and the suggestion that its bamboo pipes resemble "sprouts" (cited below), are
significant (if anomalous) etymological points. Historically, the sheng was
assigned to the "gourd" (rather than "bamboo") category of the bayin ("eight
tone") classification system (Zhouli, Uji). Indeed, the early wind-chests were
made from gourd prior to the use of wood or metal. lhis is clearly stated in aU
accounts. But it was bamboo which was ~sen to symbolically reinforce the
instrument's association with the phoenix~

One thousand years alter the Shuowen entry, the court scholar Chen
Yang (1104, j.123) elaborates further on the instrument's association with the
phoenix:

[1he sheng) produces the notes of spring... It is the source of all
things...It looks like the wings of a phoenix and sounds like its
call.

The phoenix ifenghuang) is a legendary Chinese bird of great beauty,
associated with reason, prosperity, birth of offspring, and the empress herself.
Its image (together with that of the dragon) for centuries has been used in art
and music to suggest auspiciousness. Explanation of the two groupings of graded
length pipes (seen in Fig. 3) as the folded wings of a phoenix is recognized to
this day. In fact, scholars after Chen Yang expand further upon this web of
associations, suggesting that the blow-pipe resembles the neck of a phoeniX and
that the bamboo pipes resemble "sprouts" (miao)--emphasizing the related
association with growth}

2 Ref~ences from the following texts are taken from the Qing dynastr encyclopedic
compilation Cujin Tushu licheng (Chen 1725); Shijing, Liji, Zhouli, Eryll, Ferlg.u Tongyi,
Song,hu, Jiu Tllrlgshu, Sorlgshi ana WenzUin Tongbo.
3 Contemporary ~itionof these symbolic associations is uneven. No Chinese reader
could fail to see the relationship between shnIg (the mouth-organ) and 'heng (growth),
because their root characters are identical. The tnStrument's association with tfIe phoenix,
on the other hand, is not widely known outside the circles of classically-trained scholars
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Figure 1. Etymology: Pictographs and Phonetic Complexes

la) He· ~~~~) Ib) 1$ + 7K Now written: 1:>;>
lc) Yu 1ffi Id) L1 -+f",6. Now writtffi: "A-

T
Ie) Choo -l

..... ±+HIf) Shtng .1- Ig)

·pronounced as "ehMto contemporary Mandarin.

The Andent Period
While the name sheng does not appear in the ancient oracle bone

inscriptions (c. 15th century B.C.), the names of two closely related mouth
organs-he and yu-are well documented. Both graphs are interesting in that
they reveal something about actual instrument structures during this ancient
period. The graph for ht (Fig. la) is a composite of the pictographic
determinative yut (meaning "panpipe1 on the left, giving the graph semantic
sense, and the phonetic element hi located on the right (both shown in Fig. Ib).
This instrument, therefore, is in some essential way related to the panpipe
(because its bamboo pipes are pictured), and pronounced as ht. The graph for
the larger yu (Fig. ]c) is another complex of two graphs, a pictograph which
Tong Kin-woon (1983: 178) suggests to be the lateral representation of the
mouth-organ itself (Fig. Id), giving semantic sense, and the phonetic element yu
located on the inside. At the tops of both early graphs, ~ and yu, are found the
strokes from yet another character, he (meaning "accordance"), most likely
suggesting there to be a combination of pipes and harmony of sounds. Tong has
shown that, based upon the syntax of these oracle bone references, the yu was
larger than the ht since it needed to be Mset UpM before being played (1983: 179).
Both instruments must have been used for auspicious occasions, such as ancestral
sacrifices, or they would not have been mentioned in this literature of
divination.

The he and yu are identified in the later Zhou period texts as types of
sheng. The 3rd-eentury D.C. dictionary Erya states that "a small [sheng] is
called hi", and has 13 reeds. This brief description is generally consistent with
other texts (Uji, Zhouli). The same sources identify the yu as a large type of
shtng, though reed/pipe numbers are variously given as 36 (Liji and Zhouh) or
as few as 23 in later texts (Fmgsu Tongyt). Since other numbers appear as well,

and shtng performers. But the visual imagery, especially the pipes as folded wings. is better
known.
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it is likely that the yu existed in more than one variant. According to the
Zhouli ("Rites of Zhou"), the yu was rrformed together with the sheng and
other instruments in ritual ceremonies.

A third sheng type, the chao, was mentioned less frequently in Zhau
texts. The E.rya and Liji state that it had 19 reeds and was more moderate in
size (relative to the small ht and large yu). Since chao means "nest" (Fig. Ie ),
it is probable that the wind-chest was shaped like a bird's nest, with pipes
mounted in circular arrangement. In size, shape and reed count, the chao
appears to have been similar to the sheng of today and may have been a
secondary name (or possibly a prototype) for the latter.

The name sheng appeared first in a poem from the Shijing ("Book of
Odes"), c. 7th century D.C. The ~m "Lurning" includes the phrase .....pluck the
se lzither] and blow the sheng......5 Since this poem mentions the drinking of
wine and merrimaking, it is clear that the two instruments were associated (at
least here) with entertainment. Both were certainly used in court rituals as
well. In the later commentary passed down with the Shijing poems, the
instrument is said to have had 13 or 19 reeds (obviously for two different types)
made of "thin metal leaf' (bojinye, presumably a copper alloy as found with
instruments in Han Tomb 13, cited below).

Many references in the old texts can now be corroborated by recent
archeological finds dating to the same period. The tomb of the Marquis Yi of
Zeng (Hubei province), dating to c.433 B.C., contains a wealth of musical
instruments, including five small mouth-organs. The instrument in best condition
has a wind-chest of gourd, lacquered black with red and yellow flowery
designs. and positions for 14 bamboo pipes to be inserted in two parallel ranks
through (i.e., protruding at the bottom of) the wind-chest. Of the few bamboo
pipes actually found with the wind·chest, most are broken. (For an artistic
reconstruction, see Figure 2a.) Reeds are similar in design to those of today,
though of bamboo (Hubei 1980, Huang 1979: 33, Liu 1987: 69). Whether these
small mouth-organs were known as he or by other names is not dear.6
A later and better known site is the 2nd-eentury B.C. Han Tomb #1 of
Mawangdui (Hunan province). Among the few instruments found here is a large
yu mouth-organ, with 22 long bamboo pipes in two parallel ranks, mounted in a
wind·chest of lacquered wood. Its two parallel ranks, and those on the 433 B.c.
mouth-organs, are arranged front and back like today's fangsheng (Figure 2b).
No reeds were found with this yu since it was apparently made for burial
purposes (Li 1973, Mok 1978: 39ff.). But more recently (1985) another yu was
found at the Han Tomb #3 which did have reeds of metal, 23 in number, and of
similar dimensions to today's reeds (Liu 1986: 4). Of additional interest on this
second yu is the presence of the "folded pipe" (dieguan), a bamboo pipe to

4 For a thorouidl examination of the sheng-yu relationship based upon latw documents. see
Yang Yinliu's "Sheng·Yu KiJo (1974).
5 English translations of this~ can be found in Arthur Waley's Book 0( Songs ('183)
and James Legge's 1MC~ Oassics, vol. IV. OPJbe She King". see Gao 19$9; 5J"for brief
analysis of ,heng citations.
6 In fact, other wind~ests found at the same site have positions for 12 and 18 pipes,
making such a guess hazardous. For examination of marginally related c.6th'<'entury B.C.
mouth-organs round in Yunnan province, see L 1980: 85-8'7.
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which a second pipe is laterally attached, with an internal windway
connecting the two. In function. the resultant doubled air colW1V'l allows for a
lower range, while leaving the contour of pipe ends intact (q.v. Gao 1986: 3).
1his invention would be resurrected in the mid-20th century.

Figure 2. Early Archeological F"mds and Stone Reliefs (reproduced at c. one
fifth of actual size)

, .

.;

2a) Mouth-organ with gourd
wind-chest and positions for 14
pires (he?); tomb of the Marquis
Yi of Zeng, Hubei, c.433 D.C.
(Artistic reconstruction of broken
pipes.)

2b) Yu, burial instrument with
wind-<hest of wood and 22
pipes; Han Tomb #1,
Mawangdui, Hunan, 194-156
B.C.
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2c) Performer with mouth
organ; Gongxian stone relief,
Henan, early 6th century.

Early Imperial Period
The sheng is well represented in visual sources from roughly the 3rd

century A.D. onward, most notably in the Buddhist-influenced Dunhuang wall
paintings (Gansu province, 3rd and 4th centuries) and Longmen and Gongxian
reliefs (Henan province, early 6th century). One representation from the
Gongxian reliefs is reproduced in Figure 2c. In all visual depictions, the sheng is
part of a larger ensemble of winds, strings and. percussion (q.v. Zhongguo 1964).

Documentation over the next millenium by court theorists and poets is
surprisingly comprehensive-surprising because the sheng was probably never
more than an instrument of accompaniment. Following the brief account in the
Shuowen 'iezi (summarized above) by about two hundred years, a descriptive
poem, "Shengfu", was written by the 4th-eentury scholar Pan Amen
specifically on this instrument. In this poem, types of bamboo and gourd
indigenous to the North China plain are mentioned, as well as the cutting of
copper alloy reeds and their tuning method (q.v. Gao 1985/1: 9-10). While
gourd was still used for wind<hests during the Tang dynasty (618-907) and
later, according to the Jiu Tangshu ("Old Book of Tang") and Wenxian Tongkao
("Comprehensive Investigation of Documents and Traditions ft

), wood had
become the preferred material. This substitution was made because inner
dimensions (which affected acoustic behavior of the reeds) could be better
regulated, and wood is more resistant to cracking. Bamboo remained standard
for pipes, "purple bamboo" (zizhu) being favored in most areas, though a
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thinner variety is mentioned by Pan Anren (4th century) and Rwhite jade" is
mentioned by others (Songshu, 5th century). Pipe numbers would evenualJy
become standardized at 17, though the early documents were never consistent
about this poinL In sources from the Shuowen onward, the number of reeds was
most commonly stated to be 13, believed to represent the 13 lunar months
(Songshi, "gourd" chapter).7 From Tang and Song art. we see that blow-pipes on
court mouth~rganswere long and curving, possibly to allow female perfonners'
faces to be seen (Gao 1986: 4, q.v. Zhongguo 1992). Whether because male
perfonners replaced females or because music became faster (requiring better
instrument support from the player's jaw), the long blow-pipe was ultimately
abandoned-at least in popular usa~in favor of the short one.

During the 8th century, the Japanese court received from China three
sheng and three yu, now preserved in the ShOsOin Repository. On all mouth
organs, there are 17 pipes (of five different lengths) in an incomplete circle,
mounted in a round wind-chest of lacquered wood, with a long detachable
curving blow-pipe (see Figure 3a). According to the analysis of Hayashi KenzO
(1967: ix), each pipe on these instruments had a reed (though not all have been
found). The three sheng Oapanese: sM), while partially chromatic (including
pitches d#, g# and c), are essentially diatonic and pitched in 0 (Figure 4a)
i.e., the equivalent of D major being at the most convenient positions for the
fingers (q.v. Hayashi 1967: 64). While the yu mouth-organs disappeared after
this period (Yang 1974,366), shmg types were maintained into the 20th century
with remarkably little change in construction or pitch position.

Other experimental variants emerged dUring and foUowing the Tang.
Mentioned several times in Tang poetry (and in other sources as well) is an
enigmatic 36-reed fengshtng ("phoenix sheng"). While construction specifics
are sketchy, it is reported that the 36 reeds were tuned chromatically, possibly
over a range of three octaves (which acoustically would be extremely difficult)
or, more likely, in mixed temperaments to harmonize with different
instruments (q.v. He 1985/5: 4). The early 12th-century music scholar Chen
Yang (1104: J.123) suggests that very few mwicians could actually play the
Jengsheng, probably because of its large size and cumbersome fingering
positions.

Chen Yang further documents more than a dozen Tang-style sheng
variants. In his multi-volume treatise Yueshu rMusic BookR), he mentions in
the Rrefined sectionR(yabu) the he, chao and yu as types of court mouth~rgans,
together with their tuning according to the Ryellow beURpitch (huangzhong)
and respective pipe and reed numbers (1104: }.123; q.v. Picken 1985: 91-95). In
describing the 19-pipe/19-reed chaosheng rnest sheng"), the author lists pitch
names for each pipe (Figure 4b), showing that the instrument was fully
chromatic for an octave and a baH. These instruments were employed in court
rituals.

Of equal interest are the half-dozen mouth~rgans examined within
the "popular section" (subu) of Yueshu. A line drawing of a yusheng from J.I50 is

7 Further examination is needed on the possible significance of the number 13 in these
instruments; e.g., 13 reeds on the sheng, 131wi positions on the 'lin, 13 strings on the Tang
zheng.
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reproduced. in Figure 3b, though like many Yueshu sketches, details are not
reliable. Most significant of these are the shiqigwln sheng (*17-pipe shtng*),
for which the usage of harmonizing pitches (presumably parallel fifths) is
mentioned; and the modulating yiguan sheng radopted-pipe sheng"'), which
had 17 pipes and reeds, plus 2 extra pipes to be used in substitution when
required by other keys. In both types of "popular" sheng, tuning was almost
certainly diatonic (similar to the ;daosheng of today) or not more than
partially chromatic, because use of harmonizing pitches required the
positioning of pitches for maximum finger convenience, with several
Wlison/octave doublings. Olen Yang slates that the "'17-pipe shmg" was used in
qingyue ("virtuous music"'), a type of murt entertainment music appreciated by
the literati.

Figure 3. Tang, Song and Ming Instruments in Line Drawings (reproduced at c.
one-fifth of actual size)

3b) Yushmg, line drawing
in early 12th-century
Yueshu (Chen 1104:
J.150); with fingerholes
incorrectly shown facing
one direction.

'.

I.
I

,I
,..I",

.,
I
I.

"H!~.;
1

3a) Sheng, Shosoin repository,
Japan, 8th century: 17 pipes/17
reeds, with detachable blow-pipe.
(20th-century drawing from
Hayashi 1967).
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3c) Sheng, line drawing in 15th
century Akhak Kwebom (Song
1(93); 17pipes/16reeds, pitch
positions shown on accompanying
diagram.

3d) Ytlsheng, line drawing in late
16th-<:entury Ullu Jingyi (Zhu 1596,
1.8); 19 p;pes/19 reeds, without gap
on right side, wind--chest of ~real

gourd."

While the yu, he and. chao continued to be mentioned in post-Tang
sources, the three variants by Chen Yang's time had already been brought
together in one instrument. the sheng (1104: }.131). 1he distribution and general
popularity of the sheng dwing these early periods is not completely known. As
a ritual instrument, it was part of the court orchestra used in accompaniment of
the Confucian hymns. As a court entertainment instrument, it was used in
qing-iue ensembles. O1.en Yang's suggestion that the 17-pipe sheng was in
popular usage during the Tang and early Song periods probably applies more to
court entertainment music and the upper social layers of Han culture than to the
musics of the economically less advantaged. It is not clear whether the
merchants and peasants knew very much about this instrument during this
period.

Late Imperial Period
Different types of sheng (and many other instruments as well) were

presented to Korea as gifts from the early 12th-eentwy OUnese imperial court
These particular sheng fell into disrepair and were lost. The Korean type of
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sheng (Korean: 5amg) was modelled after an early 15th~enturygift from the
Ming court (Provine 1985). An extraordinarily accurate line drawing appears
half a century later in the treatise Akhd Kwebom (Song 1493), correctly
showing the detachable blow-pipe. fingerhole positions and, on an
accompanying diagram, the fully chromatic pitch positions of its 16 (not 17)
reeds (Figure 3<:).8

The celebrated court theorist Zhu Zaiyu was the first to write a truly
critical evaluation of mouth-organs known to him. In the late 16th-<:entury
treatise LUlu Jingyi rEssentiai Meaning of the Pitches~, 1596: }.8), he reviews
instrument names, reed numbers and sizes cited in Zhau and later sowces,
discusses materials of construction, and differentiates pipe layouts and
temperaments between court and popular mouth-organs. Zhu acknowledges
that, while desirable to keep the instrument's traditional association with the
"gourd" category, better sound is produced when the wind-chest is constructed of
wood (tongmu, a softwood) or combined with gourd. On aU instruments, he
states that the best acoustical efficiency is obtained by leaVing a thick solid
column (also of wood) inside the wind<hest. allowing air to flow only around
the inner periphery. Other now-standard methods and materials of
construction are cited as well, such as use of "copper [alloy] reedsM(tonghuang)
and "purple bamboo" (zizhu) for the pipes.

Perhaps of greater significance in the writings of this author are his
highly unusual fingering charts and line drawings for chromatic sheng and yu
with 24, 19 and 13 pipes (the 19 pipe/19 reed sheng reproduced in Figure 3d).
For all instruments, pipe positions (in accompanying charts) are shown to be in
strikingly different locations from the arrangement already standard by Zhu's
time. Furthermore, in neither his charts nor his line drawings is there a right
hand gap in the pipes-also a standard feature of construction.9 What Zhu
Zaiyu describes here is the yasheng ("refined sheng"), though the term "19
reed sheng" is used on later pages to identify the same instrument. The author is
clear about the placement of pipes in a complete circle with "aU fingerhotes
outside", because he states that this arrangement is different from the susheng
("common sheng"), which has an incomplete circle and "2 fingerholes insideM

•

The two instrument variants are also said to be tuned differently, though the
brief reference (1596: J.8, p.67) is somewhat ambiguous. lhis reference seems to
suggest that on the yasheng the normally pure 5th intervals were tempered flat
to enable the cycl(H)f·fifths to dose at the twelfth 5th-a manifestation of the
temperament theory he developed with such mathematical precision.
However, Zhu was well aware that it was the primary function of the panpipe
(paixiao, another instrument in the ritual ensemble) to maintain the
temperament, and in order to adtieve harmonious performance, "the gourd and

8 For further information on the Korean S4t:tlg (S4engln:tJQng), see Robert Provine's entry in
The New GrO'tlt Dictionary of Music4I Instruments, vol.3: 282·283.
9 Walter Kaufmann. in his book Musiad~ in the. Chinese CUIssics (1976: 162ff),
mistalcingly assumed that Zhu was describing the standard popular sheng. He therefore
at1eInptea to show the pipe circle with a gap, further erring in suggesting that this ~ap
served thep~ of mouth-pipe placement. Zhu. at any rate, was Clear in distinguishing
the ytlSheng frOm the 5USheng.
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bamboo must negotiate"10 (1596: J.8, p.57). In practice, because of its chromatic
pipe positions and their circular arrangement (without dear tonal orientation),
it would have been awkward to perfonn on the yasheng any music other than
the slow hymns of the court ritual. In the end, Zhu reluctantly admits that the
19-pipe court instrument had already been replaced by the 17-pipe "common
sheng" (1596: J.8, p.67). which could also be made fully chromatic, while at the
same time being more convenient to hold and finger.

The many other Ming and Qing sources (e.g., Yuanjian Uilwn) for the
most part simply summarize statements from earlier accounts. In some, the
names of good players of the period are given. However, there is little new
information about instrument construction, pipe arrangement, tuning or
performance practice. Reliable line drawings, fingering charts and description
of the traditional peihe harmonic system11 for the 17-pipe sheng appear in the
early 18th-eentury source LUlU Zhengyi (Mei 1713). Its fingering chart is
reproduced in converted format in Figure 4c.

Historic instruments preserved in China include a 17-pipe/17-reed
Ming sheng at the Zhihua Temple, Beijing (Uu 1987: 117) and a 17-pipe/17
reed Qing sheng at the Palace Museum, Beijing (Yang 1974: 381). Numerous
19th-century instruments are held in the large Western museums, especially the
Homiman Museum (London), Brussels Museum of Musical Instruments, and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York). Qing dynasty instruments are still in
use in Jiangnan sizhu ensembles in Shanghai and in guyue ensembles in Xi'an.

Reg;cnul and Contempo'"')' Sheng Typeo .
In surviving traditions, the shrng: is preserved in regional musics of

north, central and eastern 0Una. However, it has not been popularly accepted
in the far south of 0Una among the Cllaozhou, HakJca, Minnan or Cantonese
peoples. For reasons of the complexities involved in reed maintenance and the
sheng's unique temperament of pure overblown fIfths (which is at odds with
the southern instrumental temperaments),12 this instrument has only rarely
been incorporated into the regional musics south of the Yangzi River. Its usage
in the ritual musics of the southern Confucian temples (e.g., in Guangzhou,
Chaozhou, Quanzhou, etc.) disappeared when the temples themselves were
closed down over fifty years ago. The center of the tradition has remained on
and around the central plain of North China, particularly in the provinces of
Hebei, Shandong, Jiangsu, and neighboring areas. Four or five regional sheng
traditions (they are not really "schoolsM

) are discemabJe:
XIAOSHENG ("small sheng"), used in Jiangnan sizhu and kunqu

(central-eastem China, e.g., Shanghai, Suzhou and neighboring areas). This
instrument preserves the essential physical characteristics of the Tang-Shos6in

10 -Gourd" (pao) and "bambooM (zhu), from the -eight-tone- system of instrument
dassi6cation, respectively refer to the Il'lOUth-organ and flu.type instnunents of bamboo.
11 In this hannaUc system, which is still in use, melodic pitches are accompanied by theirJ2F: perfect 5ths anCi/or lower perfect 4ths, together with octave pitches on some notes.
1 The complex technical aspects of pitch £K?Sition, temperament and acoustical
relationships will be taken up in a subsequent article.
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sheng. It has a small wind-ehest of wood, 17 pipes in an incomplete circle, but
only 13 reeds in diatonic tuning (none at pipes 1, 9, 16 or 17) (q.v. Gao 1959: 55ft;
chart shown in Figure 4c). With relatively soft volume, the riJwshmg (or sizhu
sheng) most commonly accompanies the dizi flute (together with other
instruments). .

5H1HUANG SHENG ("lD-reed shtng"), used in Xi'an guyu' (5haanxi
province) and thought by local scholars to maintain aspects of Tang dynasty
practice. Its wooden wind-<:hest is round, with 17 pipes in an incomplete circle,
but usually only 10 reeds. Two or three right ftngers are employed inside the
gap (as opposed to only one in xiaoshmg performance). The shiwng shmg
accompanies dizi flute and guan reed-pipe (q.v. Yang 1974: 383, Yue 1987: 4-5).
A related instrument is employed in ba dlltJuJ music of Shanxi province (q.v.
Jones 1992: 4ff.).

FANGSHENG rsquare sheng}, used in chuidll music on the Central
Plain (north-central Olina, e.g., Kaifeng, Xuzhou and neighboring areas),
developed probably during the Qing dynasty. It has a 'ectangu1ar wind-ehest
of wood, 14 pipes in three parallel ranks, but usually only 12 reeds in diatonic
tuning (q.v. Gao 1984,21-22; charlo! 14 reeds shown in Figure Sb, photo in Figure
6). With a louder volume than the riaoshmg, thefangshmg accompanies SUOrul

oboe in outdoor cvemoniaI music.
YUANSHENG rround sheng"), used in Shandong guchui (central

Shandong province), another late (Ming or Qing) adaptation. It has a large
wind<hest of metal, 17 pipes in an incomplete circle, but usually 14 (or 13) reeds
in diatonic tuning (sometimes 17 reeds in partial chromatic tuning) (photo
shown in Figure 6). With relatively loud volume, the yuansheng (or Simply
sheng) usually accompanies suona. A closely related, often more chromatic
instrument is found in Hebei province, Beijing, and throughout Northeast 0Una
(q.v. U 1957,31; Gao 1959, 6Off.).

Figure 4 . Pitch Positions for Selected Historic Instruments

4a) Tang-Shosoin Shtng (c. 8th
century), 17 pipes/17 reeds
(Hayashi, 1967).
Note: D tone pitm positions are
essentially the same as on most
later variants (shown below).
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4b) Chaosheng (early 12th
cent), 19 pipes/!9 reeds (Chen
Yang, 11(4).
Note: pipes 5 and 13 are the
two added. pipes.

40) Xiaosheng (18th century), 17
pipes/13 reeds (Mei 1713, 1.65)·
Note: instruments in present
day usage sometimes have s;c2,
6'8"2, and lor 8,.,2.

Figure 5. Pitch Positions for Selected Contemporary Instruments

Sa) Guoyue Sheng (late 19505), 21
pipes/21 reeds, chromatic without
a' (perronal collection).
Note: another arrangement has
U 2, 3,.1,4",2,5,,2, 6,gl, 9'g#2,
16,b, IH,I, 18'1#3, 19,1#2, 20,02,
21:d1; the other pi~ remaining
the same.
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~@Ci>@~"

@~~@ •@0®®<C
Sb} Fangsirnlg (mid 19705),
14 pipes/14 reeds (per.;onal
collection).
Note: pipes marked with •
do not have reeds on older
instruments.

5<) ]iajian Shelg (late 195(5), 26 pipes/!6 reeds (Zhao 1957).
Note: two gaps in pipe ci.tcle; vibration controlled bl keys. Ei~t pitches for
left and right third fUlger.; (shown L to R), b2 (l a# el fl bl .,. 012. Eight
pitches for index fmgers (L to R): a2 d#2 G#l d1 d#l a1 d2 g#2. Ten pitches
for thwnbs (L to R~ c3 i' elI2 fill c' elIl gl c' fII2 d 3
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1he sheng, like most Chinese instruments, underwent many structural
changes beginning in the 19505. New sheng types, all with increased volume
and range, greater chromaticism and new techniques, are associated
specifically with the 20th-century concert hall music (guoyUt). Some
experiments, such as the middle- and low-range BAOSHENG \held sheng")
and the keyboard-<>perated, organ-shaped DA PAlSHENG ("large row s""'g")
have not endured well, though the former is used occasionally in large
ensembles (q.v. Hu 1982: 62ff.). 1he two basic types prominent in 2Oth-century
music are:

GUOYUE SHENG ("national music sheng~), used in 19505 guoyue,
especially for the newly-composed solo compositions of that period. Existing in
17-, 21-, and 24-pipe models, the guoyue sheng has a large wind-ehest of metal,
all pipes with reeds set in traditional positions and semi-chromatic tuning. The
21-pipe instrument contains several new features: four additional pipes placed
inside the pipe circle; the lengths of some pipes extended by dieguan ("folded
pipe"), an invention found on the Mawangdui yu, also for increased range; and
kuoyin gWln, amplifying tubes, added to the outside of the pipes for increased
volume (q.v. Sun 1987: 7-8; chart shown in Figure Sa, photo in Figure 6). It was
for the guoyue sheng that Hu TIanquan, most noted sheng performer in Otina,
composed his famous concerto-type solos, Ftnghuang Zhanchi ("'The Phoenix
Exhibiting its Wings", 1956), in which the song of the emblematic phoenix is
suggested, and Caoyuan Qibing rSoldiers Galloping across the Grassy Plain",
1958).

JlAJIAN SHENG ("keyed sheng~), used for contemporary music
primarily. Existing in 24-, 26- and 36--pipe models, it has a very large wind
chest of metal and all pipes with reeds in full chromatic tuning, though
redistributed to accommodate the new music. This instrument is different from
traditional design in that reed vibration is controlled not by finger holes but by
way of keys which close or open the pi.pe ends (q.v. Zhao 1957, Liu 1987: 312).
Some models have elongated blow-pipes. On Beijing models (performed by
Zhao Dezhen, Zhang Zhiliang and other contemporary soloists), there are two
gaps in the pipe circle (to accommodate both right and left index fingers) (chart
reproduced in Figure 5c). Shanghai models (performed by Xu Chaoming and
others) are different in that pipes (typically 37 in number) are arranged in
traditional order, with a few chromatic pitches interspersed and an additional
inner circle of pipes operated by keys-allowing for performance of both
traditional and contemporary musics (q.v. Fan 1988: 25).

Given its extended history, mythological associations and
sophisticated acoustical system, it is striking that the sheng has emerged only
recently as a solo instrument Yet, in every traditional ensemble type of which
it is a part, the instrument serves primarily to accompany other wind
instruments.
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Figure 6. 1lU'ee Sheng Types in Contemporary Usage

'-

Right: 14 pipe/12 reed fangsheng; Center: 17 pipe/14 reed sheng; Left 21
pipe/21 reed guoyue sheng with Kuoyin tubes.
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Glossary of Important Terms

ba datao
baosheng
bayin
bojinye
chao (sheng)
chuida
da paisheng
dieguan
dizi
douzi
fangsheng
fenghuang
fengsheng
guan
guchui
guoyue (sheng)
guyue
he
huangpian
huangzhong
jiajian sheng
W-qu
kuoyinguan

miao
pao
peihe
qingyue
50

sheng
sheng
shengfu
shihuang sheng
shiqiguan sheng
sizhu
suooa
susheng
tDnghuang
1mglro
xiaosheng
yasheng
yiguan sheng
yu (sheng)
yuansheng
yue
zizhu



Cui Jian: Rock Musician and Reluctant Hero l

Cynthia P. Wong

Arguably the most widely-known rock and roll musician in 0Una
today, Cui Jian is strongly identified with his perfonnance in support of pro-
democracy demonstrators in Tiananmen Square in 1989. His song '1 Have
Nothing'" became the rallying cry for the demonstrators, while his first album,
RDck Jlnd Roll on the New Long Mllrch, served as a soundtrack for Taiwanese
media coverage of the massacre. His music, particularly the lyrics, attracted
international attention to him as a spokesperson for the disenfranchised
twenty- to thirty-something generation in mainland China. His performances
are filled with gestures of defiance. Of course, the very act of being a
professional rock and roll musician seems defiant enough, but his deportment,
stage props, and, most of all, his ambiguous lyrics are read by some as thinly
veiled criticisms of the Chinese government Hailed as a hero by many of his
audience for his resolve to speak out as a voice of O'Iina's discontent, Cui Jian
has been constructed by journalists worldwide as a political icon and branded
the "'voice of the lost generation."

In the latter part of August and the first week of September 1995, he
embarked. on a four-eity U.s, concert tour to promote his third album,. Balls
under the Red FlIlg.2 His concerts were publicized through advertisements in
overseas OUnese newspapers and on OUnese television programming, postings

~thiaP. Wong is a doctoral student at Columbia University.
1 Several people have made this article possible. I thank Joanna Lee and Kitty Katz for
support during the fieldwork period; Alexander BeeIs for assistance in translating some of
the mterviews; Travis Jackson for his editing and thoughtful comments on several drafts;
Daniel Fenrusan for his comments on the finiI draft. Also, I owe a note of gratitude to~
Chen of Presitige Modem Arts Exchange for sharin~ information regarding the
administrative matters of CuiJian's tour, and for his enthusiasm for my ongoing pro;ect on
Otinese popular music and related issues.
2 Although a literal translation rorthe word ~dan~ in the 0Unese title~qi xia dedan~
should be ~egg(s),~ a decision was made by CuiJian's marketing team in 0U:n.a to translate
the End,ish nile as "Balls under the Red J;JagM_presumably because it sounded. better in
Englisll-despite the fact that the original meaning of the title, however ambiguous, is
-=ed.
The four cities were San Francisco; New York City; Kalamazoo. Michigan; and Boston. His
first album was later reproduced by Taiwan and Hong Kong EMI a.namarketed under the
new title I HaDe Nothing. The second album is titled Solutions. It should be noted that the
title '1 Have Nothing" is also often translated as "Nothing to my Name."

21
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on the intemet,3 and hundreds of flyers posted by crews of volunteers in the
cities where he was scheduled to perform. Through a network of colleagues and
friends, I contacted Carol.ling, the company contracted to handle the East
Coast arrangements for the tour. I negotiated with one of the two
representatives to get permission to conduct a personal interview with Cui Jian
while he was in New York, but was told that since I was not affiliated with
the media or the press, there was "no way'" I could have access to him. After
further i.dentifying myseU as a graduate ethnomusicology student interested in
political issues and Chinese popular musics, I was told by the representative
that they did not want to do anything that might jeopardize the tour: there
should be no mention of political issues, for they "'just want to have a successful
concert.... At the last minute, I was granted permission to attend the news
conference, to "'just observe,'" and later, I was allowed to attend the rehearsals
and sound checks at the three venues where Cui Jian performed in New York
(the Palladium, the Bottom Line, the Knitting Factory) on the condition that I
did not talk to him.4 Repeated requests to the publicity coordinator for a
private interview were ignored. Although I was barred hom one-«l-ane contact
with Cui Jian himseU, I made a point of speaking to audience members and the
people near him (i.e., members of his band and the people involved in staging
this tour). Moreover, I had several opportunities to observe both his conduct in
various appearances set up for him by his management and the way his
audience received him.5

At first, I was puzzled by inconsistencies or seemingly contradictory
statements that differed from interviews I had read or heard. I was also struck
by some audience members' refusal to acknowledge him as "their spokesperson"
or as a political icon. In time I realized the process of understanding is
multilayered and what I observed could be a conscious effort on Cui Jian's part
to "reposition" himself, shifting the emphasis from political associations to
musicianship. What I offer below is a report of my observations of Cui Jian, in
terms of behavior and seJf-eonsoous presentation, dwing my field experience.
There are several issues here that call for in-depth analysis, but I hope to
address them in a more extended article at a later date. Where appropriate, I
have woven in quotes from interviews he has given in the past to provide
context for my comments.

3 A World Wide Web homepage was created by an anonymous fan. unbeknownst to the
coordinators at Prestige Modem Arts, to announce the tour, listing the addresses of the San
Francisco and New York City venues and ticket prices. A briefbiographical sketch was
provided, along with a sound sample from one of his trademark songs, "Yiwusuoyou.... [I
Have NothingJ. Highlights of Cw Jim's rock and roll career, sketches of the principal
members ofhIs bana, and excerpts from critics' reviews were also included. The Univeisal
Resource Locator (URL) for the page is: ''http://www.cs.berkeley.ed.u/-zyang/cuijian.....
4 Four concerts were staged in New York City. One at the Palladium, two at The Bottom
Line, and one at the Knittlng Factory.
5 I conducted 89 short interviews with audience members and spoke with four members of
his band. Since that time, I have had brief interviews with a few of the people who
organized. the this tour. The interviews were done in English. Mandarin, and Cantonese.
BeCause I had to render the Chinese interviews into idiomatic English. I have chosen to
paraphrase the English interviews with non·native English speakers as well, for ease of
communication.
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Guuding the lm.age
Cui Jian has been compared to, among others, John Lennon. Bob Dylan,

and Bruce Springsteen because of perceived political/social commentary in his
song lyrics. He has, however, consistendy maintained that he is a musician, not
a politician. In a 1990 press conference, Cui told his audience '1 don't want to
talk about politics.... Politics is not my work."6 He has, instead, positioned
himsell as an anti-establishment, socially<onscious individual who feels a
responsibility to speak out against the ills of modem-day society. Cui once told
a reporter, "[In the generation of my grandfather, they believed in tradition
like it was a religion]. In my father's generation, they believe[d in] Mao. And...
[in] my generation, I really think they believe [in] nothing. It's empty."71n
August 1994, he told the San Francisco Chronicle, "My music is open, and the
cultural point of our society is close-minded. I always think about the Otinese
youth. My future. My responsibility is to talk about the Chinese problem."8

Given that political reality in 0Una i.s part and parcel of the social
reality, making a distinction between political statements and social
commentary seems unproductive; however, Cui Jian insists they are separate
issues. Making a distinction between his motivation for sell-expression and
politics, he said in a 1994 National Public Radio (NPR) interview:

The goal of politics is to control. If you are a good politidan you
must be able to control the society well. Artists, on the other
hand, are just the opposite. 1hey are anti<ontrol. So these two
occupations are in conflict. I think this is true allover the
world. Artists everywhere want to break such control to
discover their own concepts and outlooks toward life. I find
that no matter where, in China, in the U.S.A., such forces of
control and anti<ontrol exist.9

He maintains that his songs are not political. "'They are more ~rsonaI. It's just
the truth, the modem truth. I talk about our life in Otina.:' 0 Yet, however
personal and introspective Cui Jian's music is intended to be, there is a political
dimension ascribed to it by both his audience and the authorities. Wu'er Kaixi,
one of the student organizers of the pro-democracy demonstrations in TIananmen
Square in 1989, commented:

The people who are most influential among young people are
not [the prominent dissidents] Fang Lizhi and Wei Jingsheng,
but.. singers such as Cui Jim. His "I Have Nothing"... serves to

6 "lhe Lut Rock Star in China," South ChinA Marning Post, 10 December 1995, 3.
7 "Cui Jian Rocks and Rolls Crowds in China," interview by Deborah Wang, transcript,
Niltiorull Publit: RAdi4: Marning Edition, 1 December 1992. Note: The first sentence of the
~uote is paraphrased. for sake of clarity.

Sam Whiting. "OUna's Rocker Comes to Play and. Be Seen," San Frl2ncisaJ Chronicle, 18
August 1995, Q.
9 "China a Difficult Oimate for Rock and Roll Stars," interview by Matt Forney,
transcript, Nl2tiDnAl Public RAdio (NPR> Wedmd Edition, 16 October 1994.
10 Emily Mitchell, "'Politics, But Not As Usual,." Time, 4 September 1995, 52.
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reflect the sense of loss and the disorientation of Chinese
youth.1)

An employee of BBC, Xiaoguang Sun. added that "The older generation, they
hate this kind of music because it is dangerous to them. A lot of [Cui Jian's] songs
sound very political, v~ provocative. The authorities are afraid of his music
getting really popular.,"l

In 1987, his rock and roll rendition of "'Southern Muddy Bay,'" a
communist folk song, angered the authorities: the musical setting was thought
inimical to the expression of communist ideals. Consequently, he was "banned
from performing at large-scale concerts and appearing on television, and
prevented from recording 'I Have Nothing'.'"13 He has not been allowed to
perform publicly in Beijing, with the exception of government-sanctioned
activities, for roughly eight years.

Not wishing to jeopardize Cui Jian's musical career in China, the
organizers of his American tour avoided mention of sensitive topics and
directed attention to his accomplishments as a musician, as the "'pioneer and
undisputed leader of contemporary OUnese rock music.'"14 Furthermore, due to
sensitive political issues, no one was sure Cui Jian would be allowed out of
China-given this situation, promoting him as "'just a musician'" was probably a
wise strategy.

The promotion of his tour was carefully orchestrated. Access to the
singer was heavily restricted, although interviews with the media were
aggressively sought. At a press conference held in New York City on August
25th, I got the impression that many of the initial questions were planned, in a
sense, to help guide the direction of the following questions. The first question
was asked not by a media representative, but by someone who seemed to be
afftliated with the organizers. While I do not know whether any of the media
representatives were advised to avoid certain issues or topics, the first
questions were rather superficial but focused on him and his music (e.g., where
his albums are available in the United States, why he thinks his music is so
popular, who his musical influences were). Eventually questions with more
political overtones were asked (what were his reactions to the release of
American human·rights activist Harry Wu, what did he think about the future
of China). As the reporters moved towards more sensitive topics, the
spokesperson ended the press conference, stating that "Cui Jian and his band
were exhausted from a heavy travel schedule."

The next week, in a radio interview, Cui Jian used "commercial
interests" to explain why his music is so strongly linked to politics. "As music
writers, we write about sensitive issues, and some people like to think [of them]
as political and that makes our records more marketable.H1S Gary Chen,

11 Quoted. in Andrew F. Jones, Like Q Knifr: Ideology and Genre in ContempC:1rJlry Chi~
Pf!PUl.ar Music (Ithaca, N.Y.: East Asia Program Cornell University, 1992), 123.
12Whitin .
13 g

Jones, 98, 3.
14 Information taken from the tour program booklet" "Cui Jim: Balls Under the Red Rag.
15 "'Interview with Cui Jian," group interview by Radio Bandung, produced by Amy Olen,
WBAI RAdio, 28 August 1995.



president of Prestige Modem Arts Exchange, the organization that sponsored
his tour, added, .,A lot of people just write artides on him and of course the
easiest way to do it is just to use a label.... In order to attract an audience, they
just say he's associated with certain [political] movements." He continued, "If
you hear U2, you don't think. they are politicians. I mean, they just express
their sentiments, they're oppressed in modem society.... [Cui Jian], he always
thinks of the art and his music as above all this, so whenever people try to
downgrade his music to politics, he's upset."16

All the above actions and remarks served to focus attention on Cui Jian
solely as a rock and musician from China. Clearly, efforts were made to divert,
even dismiss, questions related to political issues in general.

The Perloanances
At 5:50 pm on Saturday, August 26th, the doors of the Palladium

opened to almost 3,000 fans, predominantly Chinese, who packed themselves
onto the dance floor or elbowed their way to the railing on the balcony to get a
good look at Cui Jian in concert. The latter group was subsequently ushered to
bleacher seats toward the back in order to allow special guests and the media
an unobstructed view. The stage was dark with the exception of a large Chinese
penny projected onto curtains behind the stage. When the musicians ran on
stage, the crowd screamed. Cui Jian was wearing his characteristic cut--off jeans
and a T-shirt underneath a sleeveless plaid shirt. The T-shirt featured a black
upside-down communist star with a Chinese penny at the center. Cui's reed
player and saxophonist, Liu Yuan, wore a People's Liberation Army hat with a
small red star and a pair of sunglasses. For ftle next two hours, the crowd on the
dance floor screamed, jumped up and down, and danced wildly to the songs,
mostly from Cui Jian's last two albums. They sang along during the familiar
choruses and shouted requests for specific songs. In the middle of the floor,
someone continually waved a large Chinese flag in the air. Near the end of the
set, Cui pulled out a red. handkerchief and tied it to the neck of his guitar and
strummed the beginning chords of .,A Piece of Red C1oth:'17 lighters flicked on
as hands waved in the air. The crowd began swaying, singing along with him.
On the floor, there were people holding hands and linking arms. When Cui
finally played "I Have Nothing," which had been repeatedly requested
throughout the night, the crowd whistled and screamed in approval as the
rumbling of the beginning chord was sustained. The whole concert hall seemed
to come to life. Some of the fans near the railing were screaming the lyrics at
the top of their lungs, fists raised in the air and pained expressions on their
faces. Others sat quietly, eyes faraway, mouthing the lyriCS. The air was
emotionally charged. After the concert, one excited fan screamed to a reporter

16 Gary Q.en. telephone interview, 9 February 1996.
17 At the fundraising tour for the Asia Games in 1990, CuiJian performed "A Piece of Red
Ooth" in a red blindfold, which was interpreted by many to De a symbol of the Otinese
CommunistParty. The act incensed. some Fatty officials and the tour was cancelled in mid
stream. For an analysis of the lyrics, see Jones, 138-143.
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from WBAI radio, "lIOfJt Cui Jian's music!"18 Another simply said, "Cui Jian is
a hero, a hero for the OUnese, the young generation.H19

Cui Jian greets New York audience at the Palladium on August
26, 1995. Photo ~y Kitty Katz.

Two days later, a lengthy article appeared in the New York Times.20
In keeping with other articles and media coverage of Cui Jian, there was
mention of Cui Jian's political run·ins with the Chinese authorities and what
he has come to mean to China's youth and the pro-democracy movement. I
spoke with one of the representatives from Carol-ling after he read the article.

18!<ad;o &ndung.
19 Radio Bandung.
20 Jane H. Ui. "'And Now, Direct from Tiananmen Square, a New Star,'" New York TUnG,
28 August 1995, BJ.
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Obviously troubled. with the coverage, he said with a sigh of exasperation,
"Some people just don't know the damage they can do!" He intimated. that the
press's insistence on connecting Cui Jian with political situations in 0Una could
exacerbate the singer's tenuous position with Chinese authorities and
jeopardize a peaceful completion of this tour, and possibly future plans to
perform abroad.

Characterisitic concert attire: Cui Jian (right) in cut~off jeans
and a T-shirt underneath a sleeveless plaid shirt. The T·shirt
featured a black communist star with a Chinese penny at the
center. tiu Yuan (left), Cui's reed player and saxophonist, in a
People's Liberation Army hat with a small red star and a pair
of sunglasses. Photo by Kitty Katz.

Cui Jian's other three concerts were in smaller performance spaces. As at
the Palladium concert, the songs he sang were primariJy from his last two
albums. Fans shouted. requests for well-known songs from his first album like "'I
Have Nothing" and "It's Not lhat I Don't Understand," but when one man
yelled out "'Southern Muddy Bay," the song that had been the catalyst for his
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1987 barring from the concert stage, the reply was that performing that song in
America would not be appropriate.21

Cui Jian and his band take final bow in front of screaming fans
at the Palladium. Band members from left to right: tiu Yuan,
Kong Hongwei (keyboard), Zhang Ling (bass), Cui Jian, Quan
You (percussion), Marco Hsu (percussion-eonga drums), Eddie
Luc Lalasoa (guitar), Bateerfu (percussion-ehinese drums and
oil barrels). Photo by Kitty Katz.

What was most memorable from these last performances was the
emphasis on "jamming." In some of the songs, the instrumental bridges would be
lengthened by the other musicians taking solos. Each set, Cui Jian would call
out to the audience for any "American musicians'" who might want to go up on
the stage and jam with them. At the last concert at the Knitting Factory, when
Cui Jian again issued his invitation for musicians to play with them, an
extended jam session involving several African American audience members and

21 "Southern Muddy Bay'" was eventually released on Cui Jian's second album.. Solutions,
released in mainland 0Wu..
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mUSICians from the Black Rock Coalition (who jointly sponsored the
performance) ensued. The surprise of the evening was when the Ancestors, an
American rock group, took the stage and performed 'Southern Muddy Bay" (in
Chinese) with Cui Jian and his band playing backup. Apparently the Ancestors
had toured Shanghai in 1993 on a cultural exchange tour. Before going to 0Una,
they learned Cui Jian's arrangement of that song and performed it to Shanghai
audiences.22

Cui Jian closed his final set with"A Piece of Red Ooth'" and '1 Have
Nothing." When the music began.. someone in the audience took out bundles of
small white vigil candles and passed them around in the area in front of the
stage. Audience members sang along. waving the lit candles in the air. A group
of young women had brought a large red funeral wreath and were waving it in
the air as well. When the musicians came out for their final bow, one of those
young women ran up on the stage and presented the wreath to Cui Jian. who
appeared annoyed by the gesture.

Audience Rec:eption
I spoke to audience members at these three performances. Several

people expressed disappointment with the new album because the music was
too experimental. They preferred the old songs from the first album; songs that
likely have strong extramuskal associations for them. One audience member
from the Bottom Une show commented:

I liked the old stuff better. The old music could better express
your emotions and culture. lhat is to say, make you believe....
Now the environment is different, my emotions are different.
Ustening to them, my feelings aren't as deep as before.... My
feeling is that it's not as exciting as it used to be. Tonight 1
especially wanted to hear "I Have Nothing," but he didn't sing
it. 1 was very disappointed.23

1 was most struck by different responses from mainland and non·mainland
Chinese. I found it interesting that the latter group often gave stock responses
regarding Cui Jian's political significance to China's youth (very similar to the
prose found in most articles and media coverage). Many of the mainland
OUnese gave very different responses:

We are from the same generation (Cui Jian and I). His songs are
the sound of our hearts ... it's the things our hearts want to
say.24
The feelings he has are those of the youth and he is able to
express [them] in his songs.25

22 In a brief interview with band member Mark "Sharkey" McEwen of the Ancestors, I
was told that Cui Jian was reluctant to perform this nuinber, but obliged after "a little
nudging." Perhaps to avoid criticism or reprimand from Chinese authoritieS, Cui Jian opted
to playbackup mstead ofpe~ the song with the Ancestors. Note: McEwen had
hefpec:1 to set up the cm.cert at the Knitting Factory with the cooperation of the Black Rock
Coalition.
23 Audience member '19, 31 August:. 1995. Bottom Line, New York City.
24 Audience member'20, 31 August,. 1995. Bottom Line, New York City.
2S Audience member 126, 31 August:. 1995. Bottom Line, New York City.
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{"I Have Nothing"] describes our generation. We had nothing,
right? My favorite part was the second part of the song where
he actually said "I'm just gonna grab her hand and drag her
away. You're gonna foUow me." 11lat's such a gp-getter
mentality. It's awesome. I mean converting from I have nothing,
I have no hope, absolutely fatalist mentality to this I'm going
to gtt what I want._ I thought it was just fabulous.26
Every once in a while he throws in those Chinese melodies,
anthems, yeah... even the melodies are reminiscent of cultural
China, of more the traditional folic songs that he's
reappropriated for his own use.27

He represents part of my thinking.28

He reflects what real people think. What they can't say, he
says using his music and the lyriCS. In his own way, he is
making some touching statements shrouded in ambiguity.29
There were a few people who commented on the political messages in

Cui Jian's songs. Rather than discussing the content, however, they focused on
his ability to create multiple meanings in the lyrics. One person commented:

U you look at the lyrics deeply, they're very easily interpreted
as political statements about freedom... but they could also be
interpreted as more general statements about life in China
today. Perhaps general expressions of confusion or problems in
Chinese life today can be interpreted as political statements,
even if they're not directly political statements.30

Another said, "There are political implications in most of Cui Jian's music.
They are very subtle in a sense that the lyrics seems to be something simple and
plain. But by looking at it twice, you would sense the dee~r meaning involved,
which is not uncommon in O\inese. I think it's deliberate.H31

lhere were a number of people who refused to link music and politics,
insisting they are two separate things. One audience member remarked rather
sarcastically, "You can look at it any way you want, but my feeling is
Americans are always trying to connect eveI)' situation to politics.H32 Many
chose to interpret the sentiments as common, eveI)'day statements about life,
applicable in any situation, anywhere in the world. One fan expla.ined:

For me, like his landmark song "Nothing to My Name," even
here in America I have the same feeling. In today's society, no
matter how much you have, you still can have nothing. You
may have money, you may drive a nice car, you may have a
good house, but it still doesn't mean anything. You may still
have nothing in your spirit. One of my favorite songs is

26 AudiencemelI'l.ber#57, 31 August.. 1995. Bottom line, New York City.
'0 Audience member 158, 31 August.. 1995. Bottom line, New York City.
28 Audience member'39, 3 September, 1995. Knitting Factory, New York City.
29 Audience member'70,3 September, 1995. Knitting Factory, New-York City.
3/) Audience member 164. 3 September, 1995. Knitting Factory, New York City.
31 Audience member 188, electronic mailrorrespondenc:e, '0 September, 1995.
32 Audience melI'l.ber 126, 31 August.. 1995. Bottom line, New York City.
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-rolerant," that's a very good piece of work. I like the music. It
says "I don't love you anymore, also I don't hate you anymore.
Although you are still you. It's not necessary for me to have to
be against you." I have the same feeling all the time, but I'm in
America. I can sing this song to my ex-girUriend, or I can sing
this song to whatever I don't like anymore. I can make that as a
statement to all those situations and say "Sorry I have no time
to be with you. I don't care anymore. I'm gone...... So, that's it. It
doesn't have to be to the Communist Party, it could be to the
American government, it could to be you, it could be to me, it
could be to anybody....33

Another person commented, "'He might be trying to talk about some deeper
issues than just politics, because politics is about the struggle for power. Music is
something more creative, I don't know if he talking about communism per 5e, but
it's about being in the world and having to deal as human beings."34 Yet
another added, "'Politics shows up in the music because politics is an expression
of everyday life and politics is in every life.,,35

When asked whether they agreed with the characterization that Cui
Jian was the "voice" of their generation, quite a few emphatically answered
"no." A3 one man tried to explain, "I think each person has his own personality.
He cannot represent all of them... aU the youth. He can maybe only represent
himself.H36

These different opinions on Cui Jian's music are those of a diverse
audience, one that is far from the media's construction of it as one homogenous
group. Of course, the performances' having taken place outside 0Una might
have had some affect on the make up of the audience and their reception. For
instance, those mainland ClUnese who are now living in the United States may
no longer be as strongly linked to the everyday realities of living in Olina. As
the first audience member quoted in this section stated: listening to Cui Jian's
songs in a different environment and in a different state of mind affected his
reception of the performance-he no longer felt as strongly about those songs as
he did before.

A Repositioning
Apart from the organizers' efforts to focus solely on his image as a

musician, I think Cui Jian himself made some attempt to reposition himself in
the eyes of his audience and the media as well. Even though this tour was
Launched for the purpose of promoting his third album, his choice to perform
songs primarily from his second and third albums could be seen as a strategy to
detach himself from all the associations that have been made with the first
album. Under the circumstances, it is probably reasonable to assume that
having every action interpreted as having some kind of political implication is
proving to be too taxing on his musical career (for example, consider the

33 Cary Chen.
34 Audi8\c@rnemberM66,3September,1995.KnittingFactory,NewYorkCity.
35 Audience member #57, 31 August, 1995. Bottom Line, New York City.
36 Audience member #41, 31 August, 1995. Bottom Line, New York City.
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government's long-term ban on his television and large-scale concert
appearances). Whether and how much his "status'" as a political icon has
detracted attention from his accomplishments as a musician is difficult to tell.

It is also possible that he may have excluded. songs from his first album
on the basis that they were musically "'less mature'" than his current ones.37
His three albums have been progressively more sophisticated and
experimental in terms of musical form, arrangement, and the realization of
musical ideas. Regardless of the political connection,. I think his passion for
music-making was never in doubt. The first time he heard rock and roll music,
he has said on many occasions, he knew it was his Nkind" of music. No longer
employed by any of China's govemment-supported institutions, he has opted
instead to earn his living as a rock and roll musician. The very fact that he was
willing to give up the security of being employed by the State in order to create
his own music seems to legitimize his position as a musician dedicated to his
craft. Mark McEwen, a group member of Ancestors, tried to explain Cui Jian's
situation from the point of view of a musician:

Cui Jian is a musician, and he loves music. Politics is probably
not the primary impetus behind his music making. He sings
about his environment and the situation he's in. He's an artisl
Overt political activities would inhibit his musical activities
even more.... As a musician,. he may feel a certain responsibility
[to speak out}, but he has to figure out how to navigate himself
so he can continue to make a certain social posture and still
continue to build a career at a certain pace.38

It would seem that the political d!mension is a very integral part of
Cui Jian's overall identity, even if the association is an outside ascription
rather than his self-identification. At least a portion of Cui Jian's fans today
know him because of the music from his earlier albums and the associations
they have made with them. Moreover, with the international exposure he
gained as a result of the Ttananmen Square demonstrations, he has a measure of
recognition outside of China precisely because of his perceived political
significance. U he does phase out the songs associated with his early days from
his repertoire and extract himself from an image that has made him popular,
it will be interesting to see what, if any, impact that may have on his career,
audience, and his music.

37 In the interview with Radio Band~ Cui Jian remarked that in the early days he was
imitating other rod: and roD music and music: forms in order to learn.
38 Mark '-Sharkey'" McEwen, personal interview, 7 February 1996, New York City.
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Book Reviews

Folk Music: of China: Living InstrummtD.I Traditions, by Stephen Jones. Oxford:
Oarendon Press, 1995. 422 pp., photos, diagrams, maps, musical examples,
chronological tables, bibliogn>phy. $65.00.

In the preface to Folk Music: of China, the author sets out both his
subject and the intended audience. The subject is "living folk traditions of
instrumental music in Otina...rather than the urban professional music that
often passes for folk music." The intended audience includes "the general reader
interested in exploring the living world of music...musicologists and sinologists"
(p.vi). For readers of all types, the opportunity actually to hear the music
described is invaluable, and part of this book's uniqueness and usefulness is that
one can do just that Many of the major genres discussed are illustrated on a
related 2-CD set, Chine: TrQditions popuhzires instTummtQlts/ChinQ.: Folk
Instru:mCJta1 Traditions (Archives intemationaIes de musique populaire, Mu~
d'Ethnographie, Geneva [VDE-Gallo CD 822-823]). This CD set draws on
archival and field recordings mainly by the Music Research Institute (OUnese
Academy of Arts, Beijing), and by Jones himself. These range in date from 1930
to the early 19905, and include such gems as 5hifan'gu (1950), 5hifan luogu
(1964), music from the Zhihua temple in Beijing (1953) and the recently much
cited music association of Qujiaying, Hebei (1986). For some of the musics
included, this is the first time they have been made readily accessible in their
"folk traditional" (rather than arranged "urban professional") fonn. I strongly
recommend that all readers invest in the CDs and consider them an indivisible
part of the book package.

Steve Jones has engaged in frequent fieldwork trips to China since at
least 1986, and has had the good fortune to work closely with the fine scholars
of the Music Research Institute and their archives. His sources for Folk Music of
China include a huge amount of Otinese scholarship from before and after the
Cultural Revolution, Western works mainly from before 1949 and after 1979,
and the extensive fieldwork he and his MRI colleagues have conducted in the
towns and villages of north and, to a lesser extent, southeast China. The
bibliography alone, which stands at approximately 700 items, is extremely
impressive and very useful; but Jones' substantial personal experience in the
field makes it far more than a mere re-hash of existing Chinese (and, to a lesser
extent, foreign) scholarship. His melding of all three types of source allows
him to explain to an English-reading audience not only technical musical
features of Chinese instrumental musics, some of which are quite novel to non
aficionados, but also vital features of their social, ritual and historical
context-which can also be rather opaque to the non-sinologisl

The fifteen chapters of Folk Music of China are organized into three
main sections: !he Social Background"; "'The Musical Background"; and "Some
Regional Genres." 1he first of these is subdivided into an introduction and four
chapters on ceremonial music; the Republican period and the 19505;
instrumental music since 1976; and social aspects of instrumental music. Into
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these 88 pages Jones packs vital information on such matters as divisions
between ~lite and popular culture; official ideology and folk practice;
calendrical and life-cyde rituals; the rural-urban and folk traditional-urban
professional divides; regional contrasts; and transmission. Political, social and
economic history form a constant backdrop to all these topics, and their effect
on traditional music and Chinese music scholarship is clearly explained. Thus
for example the "general reader" who encounters the statement that
"Shanghai is a {'me place to observe the tensions between amateur and
conservatoire-professional music-making" (p.273) arrives at this page well
primed by relevant information given in the first part of the book-and indeed
refelTed to many times thereafter.

Part 2, Jhe Musical Background," is divided into four chapters which
deal with genres and instrumentation; basic musical features; melodic
repertoires; and variation techniques and large-sca.le structure. For the non
speaker of OUnese this is not an easy section to assimilate: quite correctly,
Jones does not shy away from the full armory of sometimes confusing Otinese
terms for instruments, aesthetic concepts, scales, keys and modes. He does
however do his best to make this technical section as accessible as possible by
supplying photographs to go with the instrument desCriptions; tables to
accompany the scale, key and notation explanations; and. musical examples to
clarify features of rhythmic and melodic structure and variation. Chapter 8,
"Melodic Repertoires: The 'Labelled Melodies',~ does a particularly good job of
explaining what qupai actually means. For a Chinese music student who is not a
native speaker of Chinese and finds the multiplicity of Otinese terms used for
all these musical characteristics bewildering.. these four chapters offer useful
information which is presented intelligibly.

Part 3, "Some Regional Genres," presents shawm and percussion bands
from Uaoning and Shandong; ritual ensembles from Hebei, Beijing, TIanjin,
Shanxi and Shaanxi; Shifan genres and Jiangnan sizhu from southern Jiangsu;
Nanguan and other traditions from Fujian; and Chaozhou, Hakka and
Cantonese music from Guangdong. In each case, Jones introduces the
instrwnentation, repertories, tedutical and structural aspects and performance
contexts. Where possible he also gives short biographies of major musicians
(e.g. Yang Yuanheng in Hebei, p.197; several prominent exponents of Cantonese
music, p.349-351) which help illustrate more vividly the historical course of
the musics in question over the last century or so. Explanations, tables and
diagrams are almost always very dear; one of the few exceptions is the table of
percussion combinations in "Xi'an sitting music" on p.233. A particularly good
feature of this section is that Jones does not concentrate on better·known genres
to the total exclusion of others. In discussing Guangdong, for example, while
most time is spent on the more thoroughly researched genres such as Chaozhou
and Hakka "string music," Chaozholl and Hakka "gong-and-drum~ music and
"Cantonese music," he gives as much information as he can on Olaozhou
"temple music" and ~flute-suite music" (p.342-344). Similarly, the chapter on
shawm bands of Liaoning and Shandong doses with a weU~ocumented note on
shawm bands in Shanxi and Shaanxi (p.179-180).

Jones' survey of regional genres does not pretend to be comprehensive;
instead, as he points out, his choice is in large measure dictated by the research
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opportunities and choices of Otinese scholars on whose material he draws and
with whom he works (p.4). Instead of merely scratching the surface of many
genres, he achieves a relatively in-depth look at a handful of important
traditions for which information is accessible.

lhroughout this book. sources are dted meticulously in footnotes. The
chapters on Pujian and Guangdong even have their own appendices listing
sources on individual genres. Similarly, the liner notes to the CD set are
extremely detailed and relate the examples to the text There are 39 photos in
Folk Music of China, many of which show music in its ceremonial context, and
several of which are important relics from the 19505 and 1960s. The photos add
greatly to the informative impact of the book.

Certain themes run through this book which deserve particular
comment First, although the emphasis is defInitely on musical traditions
alive today, the author pays great attention to historical developments of the
last hundred years. In this context, he does not simplistically divide his
chronology into "before 1949" and "after 1949"; the vicissitudes of the
Republican period as well as the ups and downs of the Communist era are
documented. as fully as possible. For instance, he notes that, far from the pre
1949 period. being an unadulterated. golden age, "[m]ilitary expenditure in the
19205 forced some villages in Shanxi to curtail the annual ritual plays which
had been a major part of village life" (p.33). This longer historical view is
valuable for putting the whole twentieth century in perspective. Second, and
related to the first point, Jones constantly emphasizes the non-static nature of
traditional music. While he frequently cites the opposition between "folk
traditionar and "urban professional" forms of music, he in no way conceives of
the former as a static entity (p.135). For example, he points to geographical
mobility and social interaction, and the consequent repertoire mobility, in the
imperial and Republican periods (p.77-79); and to many twentieth-eentury
developments, such as "opera-mimicry" by double-reed instrwnents in village
bands (p.36); innovation by an individual folk musician before 1949 (p.197);
repertory loss and gain since the Cultural Revolution, including the addition by
many traditional village bands of opera, film, pop and television hits (pSg..
61); and of course the well-known changes this century in Cantonese music
(p.344-354). Third, Jones gives the reader a good picture of the history of
fieldwork in Otinese music, especially fieldwork by Chinese scholars, so that
we have some sense of the musicological continuum.

Finally, how usable, and how useful, is this book for the ~general

reader," the "musicologist~ and the "sinologist~? For the general reader or
musicologist wishing to learn more about today's traditional Chinese
instrumental music, this is the most in-depth English-language coverage of
several genres within one volume-especially given the presence of the CD set
The wealth of Otinese terms used is always dearly explained and is thus
navigable by, if at first intimidating to, the reader who doesn't know the
language. For all readers, a certain level of musical knowJedge is essential to
understand fully parts 2 and 3. Sinologists should certainly find Folk Music: of
China a useful source of cultural information, since it presents aspects of ritual
life and social, economic and political history through a novel lens. Even for
the Chinese music specialist who has access to the Chinese~languagesources
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and knows the work of many of the scholars cited, Jones' own fieldwork
experience keeps the information fresh and up to date. The extensive
bibliography with its hundreds of sources is a major asset. The most serious
drawback is that there is no character list; while most of the time this does not
bother the O\inese music specialist, since we usually either lcnow or can guess
the correct character, this could be a more severe drawback for other
sinologists.

Overall, Folk Music of Chi1Ul and its associated CD set are a must

Helen Rees
New CoUege of the University of South Florida

Enquiries about the CD set should be directed to Archives
intemationales de musique populaire, Mus& d'ethnographie, 65-67 boulevard
Carl-Vogt, CH-l205 Gen~e, Switzerland, or to Disques VDE-GAllO, Rue de
I'Ale 31, CP 945, CH-1CXX> Lausanne 9, Switzerland. Telephone for VDE-GALW
is 41-21/3121154, fax 41-21/312 1134.

·Silk and Bamboo· Music in Slumgluzi; The /iang1Uln Sizhu Instrumental
Tradition, by J. Lawrence Witzleben,. Kent State University Press, 1995, 197 pp.
Table of contents; preface; a brief guide to Romanization, pronunciation, &:
translation; appendices; a character list &: glossary; references; selected
dis<ography. $35.00.

Witzleben was the first American to study at the Shanghai
Conservatory of Music and his book is the first in the field of ethnomusicology
to be based primarily on extended fieldwork in the People's Republic of China.
His fieldwork during 1981-82 and 1984-85 provided the basis for his Ph.D.
dissertation, Silk and Bamboo: Jiangnan Sizhu Instrumental Ensemble Music in
Shanghai (University of Pittsburgh, 1987), advised and guided by Bell Yung.
An outgrowth of that study, this book is "the only monograph on Jiangnan Sizhu
to date in any language."

The Prologue introduces Jiangnan Sizhu as as one of the most important
types of traditional ensemble music in China. It originates in the area south of
the Yangtze River comprised. by parts of the provinces of Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and
Anhui, including the cities of Shanghai, Nanjing, Wuxi, Suzhou, Hangzhou,
and Ningbo. Since his fieldwork was done in Shanghai, Witzleben focuses on
the music of that city. Sizhu translates as "silk and bamboo," two traditional
categories of Chinese instrwnents, yet the Jiangnan Sizhu ensemble of 2 to 10
players can include a wide variety of instruments: dizi (flute), riao (end-blown
bamboo flute), sheng (mouth organ), "hu (two-stringed bowed lute), SQnnan
(three--stringed plucked lute), yangqin (struck zither), ban (clapper), and either
a biqi gu (small drum) or bangzi (woodblock). Witzleben also describes some
regional instruments not mentioned in standard reference works.

Witzleben intends his book to be a multifaceted introduction to the
musical tradition of Jiangnan Sizhu, and towards that end he includes chapters
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on the historical background and intergenre relationships, Jiangnan Sizhu in
Shanghai from 1981-1985, instruments, repertory, form, variation, texture, and
aesthetics. In the epilogue he connects the disparate parts of this study by
showing that they point to a common theme: the interplay between
individuality and commonality in the maintenance of the tradition's mwical
style. The importance of this theme has become more and more apparent in
recent years as the body of ethnomwicological literature expands to include
studies of individual musicians. Scholars of other music traditions will find
Witzleben's contribution especially relevant

One of Witzleben's goals is to examine neglected topics. These topics
include (I) the concept of variation, improvisation and heterophony; (2)
aesthetic principles applicable to Chinese ensemble musics and to Chinese
oral/aural traditions in general, (3) regionality and regional identity, (4)
social context, including interactions among and between performers and
audiences, and (5) urbanization, Westernization, and the preservation/
development of traditional music strategies. All of these topics contribute to
the study of ethnomusicology in general as well as to the study of related. social
sciences and arts.

An appendix includes a translation of the text of the "Regulations of
the China National Music Ensemble." There is also "An Introduction to Opher
Notation" which is brief but sufficient to help the reader understand the
musical scores. Witzleben uses staff notation for other musical examples to
show as precisely as possible how ornaments can be interpreted by different
instruments such as the dizi, yangqin, anq pipa. Staff notation clearly shows
sheng chords as played but not notated jn Otinese scores. The percussion
patterns are basic but useful. Witzleben's strength is not only in the clarity of
his examples, but also in his interpretation of them. He explains, for example,
that a neighbor note on a dizi played quickly in the middle of a held note is
perceived as a pulse rather than a pitched neighbor note. this helps listeners
understand the intended effect while identifying the source of the unique sound
of this music.

No more than 15 years old, Witzleben's photographs are already
historic documents of a passing generation of Jiangnan Sizhu musicians. They
reveal a bit of the context of performances and suggest the attitudes of
participants towards each other and the music.

The Character List and Glossary is arranged into sections so that
personal names and musical instruments can be studied apart from terms, titles,
place names, and dub names. Since Otinese characters are not included in the
text of the book, they are most useful here to identify terms found in Chinese
language publications. All characters are written in full·form.

The selected discography is practical, including modem arrangements
and only what is readily available. Rather than passing judgement on the
authenticity of performances, Witzleben encourages listeners to hear for
themselves how the Jiangnan Sizhu style has been adapted and popularized in
different contexts. He points out that the amateur musicians in Shanghai's
Jiangnan Sizhu music clubs universally despise the modernized, popularized
versions of the repertory favored by ronservatory·trained performers. Yet he is
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optimistic that even without official approval. the qualities of Jiangnan Sizhu
dear to the hearts of the amateurs still have a future.

Though the musicians in this study use a Shanghai dialect among
themselves, the pronunciation guide explains only pinyin, the current official
Romanization system for Mandarin. Witzleben acknowledges the importance of
the local dialect to regional identity, but does not include it in his study. He
explains that the local dialect has not been standardized and the musicians all
understand Mandarin.

In his chapter on aesthetics, Witzleben discusses regional identity in
the Jiangnan Sizhu musical tradition. The musical ideal of "lively, graceful,
detailed and refined, smooth/ reflects the natural environment of "abWldance,
greenery, water, fish and rice.~ The emphasis on ~creative interpretation,
ornamentation, expansion, and collective recomposition~ points directly to the
web of interrelationships between different regional genres. Witzleben
describes these relationships in detail earlier in his book. Stated briefly, the
related genres include regional opera: Kunqu, Huju, Xiju, Yongju; shadow
theater piying xi; narrative song shuochang, quyi, pingtan or tand, si ming
nand; folk songs of the jiangzhe area, religious music, Taoist ritual and
possibly Buddhist; chuida (in instrumentation); solo tthu and pipa traditions,
and even the modem Chinese orchestra. Dearly Jiangnan Sizhu shares much
with other 0Unese cultural traditions.

Not only do musical genres, styles, performers, and audiences overlap
and interrelate, individual pieces of the Jiangnan Sizhu repertory also share
musical material and form. Witzleben clearly illustrates formal and motivic
relationships in his chapter on form. He includes a diagram by Theodore Kwok
that shows the interrelationships among the Eight Great Pieces without
implying caus~and-effect relationships. Witzleben explains that the origins
of similarities needs further study: ~In the absence of a comprehensive musical
history of the Jiangnan Sizhu region, it is impossible to determine which of two
traditions influenced the other, or whether both were influenced by a third
genre,"

Witzleben provides a revealing table of the repertory played by
Jiangnan Sizhu music dubs, showing the names of the pieces, frequency of
performance, and the distribution (the number of dubs that play each). The
data is gathered over a period of time, on 108 occasions, but it is not a
comprehensive record of all visits. Nevertheless, Witzleben's quantitative
results give us a very good overview of the practice of Jiangnan Sizhu. From the
table we can calculate the ratio of frequency of performance of the Eight Great
Pieces to the total repertory by totaling the figures and dividing. Out of a total
of 922 performances, 733 were of one of the Eight Great Pieces, or 80%. The most
frequently played piece, Zhonghua Liuban, constituted 28% of all
perfonnances. The most frequently played of the non-Eight-Great Pieces
occurred only 5% of the time. Surprisingly, more than haH of the repertory was
played only five times or less each during Witzleben's tabulation period, for a
total of only 5% of all performances. There is also a useful chart showing early
notational sources and which pieces &. types are contained in each.

Unlike the programmatic titles common to most Chinese traditional
music, many titles of Jiangnan Sizhu pieces include numbers (3, 4, 6, 8, 16) and
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combinations of numbers (3 and 6). The related genre, Shifan,. has the number 10
in its name. Witzleben identifies these titles as abstract since they generally
refer to the formal or metrical characteristics of the music itself. Yet even
abstract numbers can embody symbolic meaning. I would like to know what
these numbers might indicate about the musical style or Jiangnan Sizhu's role in
regional culture.

Witzleben forces US to realize that we have hardly begun to understand
OUna's vast cultural heritage. He encourages and stimulates us with a list of
topics for further study. Because Jiangnan Sizhu is related to so many other
traditions, studies in the following areas would all be useful: (1) related genres,
(2) the current/historic social background of the performing arts, (3)
relationships between Jiangnan solo traditions, non-sizhu ensemble traditions,
and Jiangnan Sizhu, (5) the Jiangnan Sizhu playing style of secondary
instruments such as the sheng and sanxian, (6) traditional temperament, (7)
relationships between the musical material used in jiangnan Sizhu and pieces
played in other regions, (8) variation and heterophony, and (9) aesthetics from
the perspective of performers. In addition, there is a need for documentation
such as recording and Videotaping. Some of these suggestions can be adapted
and applied to other areas of study as well.

I highly recommend this book. Like the tradition of Jiangnan Sizhu
itself, this study illustrates the beauty of intricate detail and variation. When
we strive to identify order in apparent chaos, we discover that one
interpretation seldom rules out the others. Where the Jiangnan Sizhu musical
tradition depends on an ever-<:hanging balance between indiViduality and
commonality, scholarship depends on a continual re-integration of disparate
views. There may well be elegance in simplicity, but in both Jiangnan Sizhu and
Witzleben's study of it, complexity is glorious.

Valerie Samson
San Fransisco

Zhongguo Ge Shaoshu Minzu Minjian Yinyue Gaishu (An Outline of All
Minority Nationalities' Folk Music of Chitul), by Du Yaxiong. Beijing: People's
Music Press, 1993. Introduction and 3 volumes, 753 pp., historical reviews,
desCriptions, classifications, analysis, music (cipher) notation. RMB 20.25.

Music education in the conservatories and. music schools of China has
two very serious problems. The first is that there tends to be an overemphasis
on European music, ignoring the music of the other parts of the world. For
example, there are no African or Asian music courses taught in the schools. The
second is that it is mainly the Han nationality's music that is taught,. which no
music of any of the minority nationality is induded. Thus, presently there are
no Uygur of MongOlian music courses in the schools and students do not know
what a "makam" is, or what the -an" and the "kuy· are.

To address these issues became the goals of many Chinese music
teachers and musicologists. .
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There are flfty-six nationalities in 0Una and the Han nationality is
just one among them. Although the population of the fifty-five minorities adds
up to 91,000,000 or 8% of China's population, the peoples of the various
minority nationalities inhabit 50 to 60 percent of the country, and in ancient
times these peoples played a very important role in OUnese music history.
Clearly then, the exclusive study of the Han nationality's music cannot
represent the music of the entire country. If a student only knows Han music but
not the music of the minorities, he has serious gaps in his overall knowledge of
OUnese music. Interest in studying the music of the minority nationalities has
never been lacking. Unfortunately, however, prior to the publication of this
book, there has been no work that systematically introduces, describes, and
analyzes the folk music of all fifty-five minority nationalities in China. As
the first such work of its kind, dealing with the folk music of all fifty-five
minority nationalities, its publication is a milestone in the history of Chinese
music education.

The author is a professor in the Department of Musicology at the
Conservatory of OUnese Music. He himself comes from a minority area, and
has been researching minorities' music for over thirty years. 1he book is based
on first-hand field data collected by him during his field work in minority
areas all over China.

There are nineteen parts in the introduction. The first part is a brief
introduction to OUnese minority nationalities. In the second part, the author
gives a brief historical retrospect, mainly drawn from Chinese historical
records, and he points out that OUnese traditional music was created by the
people of all nationalities in 0Una, not only by the Han nationality, and thus
the folk. music of the minorities is a very important part of OUnese traditional
music. In order to describe the formation of the music of the minorities in 0Una,
in the third part of the introduction, Du suggests placing the folk. music of
minorities into three musical systems: OUnese, European, and Persian-Arabic.
nus type of music system categorization is a new concept which consists of the
following four parts: 1. Tonal structure, 2. Combinational form of tones, i.e. tonal
systems, 3. Owacter of meter and rhyt:hm, and 4. Spectal character of musical
texture. In the fourth and fifth parts, the author discusses the folk music
categories according to the point of view of contemporary OUnese musicologists
and divides the fifty-five minorities into eight musical cultural groups. In the
sixth part, Du addresses the issue of the different kinds of classifications that
can be applied to minority folk music.

1he three volumes are arranged according to linguistic groups since the
author thinks that music culture is intimately linked to language, which fonos
one of the most important cultural backgrounds for folk. music.

The first volume discusses the folk music of eighteen nationalities
whose languages belong to the Altaic language family and who are presently
living in the north of China. There are four chapters in the volume. The first,
second, and the third chapters include folk. music of the Turkic, Mongol.ian. and
Manch-Tungusic groups, such as Uygur, 1Cazak, Kirgiz, Tartar, Mongol, Manchu
and a number of others. 1he fourth chapter discusses OUnese-Korean music of
Northeastern China.



The second volume deals with the folk music of six minorities whose
languages belong to the Indo-European, Austronesian, and Austro-Asiatic
Language families. The volume has three chapters, the first one includes two
Indo-European nationalities: Russian and Tajik living in Xinjiang. 1he second
chapter includes the folk music of the Gaoshan nationality of Taiwan,
according to Dr. Lii Bingchuan's study. The third chapter includes the music of
the Va, de'ang, and Blang.

The third volume includes nationalities of the Sino-Tibetan language
family. The volume has five chapters. The first chapter discusses the Hui
nationality's music; the second one includes the nine nationalities whose
languages belong to the Zhuang-Dong language groups; the third chapter,
which is the longest one in the book,. discusses seventeen nationalities whose
languages belong to the TIbeto-Burmese group. Olapter four discusses music of
the Miao, Yao, and She, aU of whom belong to the Miao and Yao language
families. The last chapter is about Jing (Otinese-Vietnamese) folk music.

There are four parts in each section on a nationality: 1. 1he introduction
of the nationality, including its origins and hiStory, living area population,
language, religiOn, economic situation and customs. 2. The forms and types of the
nationality's folk music and its cultural background. 3. The characteristics of
the nationality's folk music and explanation as to how and why special styles
have evolved; and 4. The conclusion.

There are 454 examples of folk songs, instrumental music pieces, dance
music, ballad singing, and arias from traditional operas. About half of them
were transcribed into notation by the author.

Although this is a valuable reference tool, it has some shortcomings.
For one, the texts of the folk songs should have been kept in the original
language, using the nationality's writing system, or failing that, the
lntemation Phonetic A1phbet. However, perhaps due to the limitation of the
press, all texts were translated into Otinese, and the readers cannot know the
original words. There are also no photos, illustrations, or pictures in the book. It
would be most helpful to have illustrations of the various folk instruments and
the specific occasion during which the musics are performed, and the different
costumes worn for such occasions. Since the work can also be used as a textbook,
it would be most valuable to have some Idnd of accompanying sound recording
available, giving examples of the many folk songs and musics.

Regardless of its shortcomings, it is a much needed work of an
encyclopedic nature, filling a hitherto serious gap in the field of Chinese music
and world ethnomusicology. For the student of Chinese music, it is
indispensable for gaining a thorough knowledge of OUnese music, laying the
foundation for the further analysis and in-depth study of the music of the
minorities in Otina.

lzabella Horvath
The International Research Center of Northern 0Una Andent Culture, Beijing
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The Archaeology of Music in Ancient China: 2,000 Years of Acoustical
Experimentation ca. 1400 B.C. - A.D. 750. by Fritz A. Kuttner. 1990, New York:
Paragon House. x. 24Opp., illustrations.

This book is the first monograph on the archaeology of Otinese music
published in a Western language. It is a useful survey in this field for Western
readers who do not read Chinese and know little about Chinese music
archaeology. But, at the same time, it should be pointed out that this book has
serious shortcomings which could cause readers to be misled. After introducing
the content and method of this book in general, this note will give critical
attention to some points in the hook.

According to the author's statement it is a report of his 40 years of
research in this field. He "'arrived in 0Una in May 1939 as a refugee from Nazi
Germany" (p. 9) and he stayed in China for about ten years. During that time.
he began studying the music and acoustics of ancient 0Una. In 1949, he settled
in New York. City and lived in the United States until this book was published
in 1990. He was eighty-six years old when he wrote the Acknowledgements for
the book.

As the subtitle of the book indicates, its scope is "'acoustical
experimentation'" from ca. 1400 B.C. to A.D. 750. That is roughly from the
Shang dynasty (ca. 16th century B.C. - 11th century B.C) to th••arly Tang
dynasty (A.D. 618 - 907). What does the term ....acoustical experimentation'"
mean here? The author does not explain directly. From the actual content of the
book, it can be seen that the author stresses the acoustical aspects of unearthed
instruments. But the actual scope of the book is narrower than that-only some
metallophones (such as bronze bells and bronze drums) and lithophones (such as
sounding stones) in that period of time are presented.

The book is divided into three parts. Part I. HAspects of This Study,'"
consists of two chapters. Chapter 1, "'Introduction,'" gives general information
about the author, the scope of this study, the archaeological finds in China,
and the sources of photographs in this book. Chapter 2, "The Status of
Archaeomusicological Research in 0Una and the West,'" briefly introduces the
state of research in the field in this century. Under the heading "Publications
on the Music Archaeology of Otina Between 1955 and 1980:' Kuttner gives a
selected annotated bibliography, which includes fifty-nine items. This list is
very informative, giving a clear outline of the development of this field in
China. Part II, "Five Types of Ancient Musical Technology:" consists of five
chapters dealing with five kinds of instruments respectively. They are bronze
bells, cauldrons, jade pi disks, lithophones, and bronze drums. Following those
five chapters are five appendixes, which are short independent essays in this
field, but not directly related to the above five kinds of objects. Part ill,
....Aspects of OUnese Music History," consists of nine appendices, which are also
short independent essays on the topic, such as "'Music Personnel According to the
Olou U,'" "'Remarks on the Sociology of Otinese Music,'" and so on. In addition,
a bibliography for chapter seven is put at the end of this part.

TIle author's research methods were quite unusual in some ways. First,
he studied extensively OUnese ancient instruments restored in museums or in
private collections in Western countries, especially in the United States and
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Canada. Secondly, because the author has been in the United States since 1949,
he has not had an opportunity to examine and measwe instruments unearthed in
0Una after that time, and has to rely on others' publications about those
instruments. Thirdly, as the author himself states, "'[m]y reputation as a
scholarly researcher in sinological topics is and has always been unorthodox
because I don't read, write, or speak Chinese" (p. 9). Kuttner's limited reading
knowledge of OUnese is obviously not sufficient for doing intensive research in
so specific a field of ancient OUnese civilization. He has to rely heavily on
others' translation.

This book is worth reading for several reasons. First, the author has
done his own investigations on instruments in some Western countries. He
publishes data and photographs of those instruments, most of which are
unknown to scholars in 0Una. Those materials are valuable for scholarly
exchanges in this field between scholars in the West and 0Una. Secondly, the
author reports on acoustical measurements and other musical analysis he has
done on those instruments, whereas most archaeologists do not usually do this
kind of work. Thirdly, the author surveys and introduces to the West the
archeological findings and research works in 0Una from 1955 to 1980, an
important period of Chinese archeology.

However, I have reservations both about the general research
approach in this book and about several factual details. Taking the latter first,
I wish to raise questions about the following fow kinds of objects the author
studied.

The first kind of instruments discussed is the bronze bells. Ancient
OUnese bronze bells were vet)' important instruments, and many studies about
the bells have been published in recent decades. But the chapter on bronze bells
in this book is too simple (with onJy 3 pages of the text), and it is not a
sufficient survey of previous studies. One significant and indisputable fact is
many bronze bells before the om dynasty (before 221 B.C) are two-pitch bells.
lhat means one bell can generate two different pitches by being struck in
different places. But the author of this book does not recognize the existence of
these bronze bells. He says, "[f]rankly, it is my impression that two-pitch
bronze bells do not really exist" (p. 33). Nowadays, especially since the bells
from the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng were excavated. in 1978, the phenomenon of
tw()-pitch bells has been well documented. by Otinese researchers (see Huang
1978-80 and 1979, Ma 1981). Acoustical measurements of many sets of ancient
bells and some bell inscriptions show ample evidence that people at that time
made and used two pitches on one bell deliberately. The artides on zhong
(bells) in The DictionJlry of Chinese Music (see Zhongguo Yishu Yanjuyuan,
Yinyue Yanjiusuo 1984) and the Encyclopedia SiniCJl, Volume on Music and
Dance (see Li 1986) all record this phenomenon dearly. Some Western scholars
also introduce i.t in their related. studies (see Falkenhausen 1993). The author of
this book did not recognize the phenomenon possibly because he did not read
others' studies on this topic very carefully.

Another point about the bells relates to a figure in that chapter. Figwe
3-5 "'Drawing: Development from bell-shape to tuning fork" (p. 39) is not
referred to in the text. The figure itself and its title shows that the author
believes the tuning fork was developed from the bell. But the bells he discusses
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were from ancient 0Una, whereas the tuning fork was developed and mainly
used in Western countries. The author does not show any evidence of the link.
between those two objects from the two different cultures. It is true that there
are some similarities between the bells and the tuning fork, such as their
shapes and their function for tuning other instruments, but to talk about
"development'" from one to the other, one needs evidence to show the link
between them.

The second kind of instrument I would like to discuss is the jade pi disks.
It is common knowledge that the pi disks were a kind of ritual or decorating
instrument in ancient 0Una, and were not used or considered as a musical
instrument. But in the chapter on the pi disks, the author talks about their
"musical significance." Based on his own investigations, he thinks "many Pi
disks had a musical determination and symbolism of their own apart from the
other ceremoniaJ significance, ..." (p. 82). He gives the following three reasons
for this point of view (p. 70):

Many of the investigated disks show unmistakable traces of a
successful effort to twle them to a preconceived musical pitch.
Many of the disks show carefully planned provision or devices
for a modification of the suspension technique, which cannot
have any other plausible purpose but the improvement of
acoustical w/or sonorous oonditions.
These tuning and suspension techniques are identical and run
parallel to corresponding techniques developed and used for
OUnese bronze bells of Shang and ~tyOlou origin. About the
musical significance of these br.onze bells, however, no
reasonable doubt has ever been expressed.

Since I do not have the opportunity to look at those pi disks the author has
studied, I cannot specifically comment on his first and second reasons. But from
the materials he presents, those points are not definitively proved. They are
still only hypotheses. As for his third reason, we should remember that there
are many historical sources about the bells as musical instruments, but we cannot
fmd a single source suggesting any musical significance of the pi disks.

The author offers some literary sources as secondary evidence for his
point, but it seems those sources cannot be helpful either. The first is from the
ancient literature Li Ii (Record of Rites, see Li Ii, 1916). The meaning of the
sentence the author cites from Li Ii is that the pi disks and feathers were
placed. as ornaments at the frames for hanging bells or lithophones in the Zhou
dynasty. Here, it is very dear that the pi disks were used as a decorating
objects on the frames for hanging musical instruments, and nothing is mentioned
about the "musical significance" of the pi disks themselves. The author
misunderstands the meaning of the sentence he cites (p. 71). 'The second source
the author offers is "[a]n inscribed bronze bell in the Eurnorfopoulos Collection,
•••N but the source only mentions "sonorous jades" (the author does not offer the
original OUnese text, but only English translation) (p. 71). The author thinks
the "sonorous jades" could be the pi disks, but this is mere hypothesis too: we
have no conclusive proof. 1he third source the author cites is Zhu Zaiyu's Ui.lii
Jingyi (see Zhu Zaiyu 1596). However, in that chapter Zhu presents measuring
tools of length and weight, which, he thinks, have relation to music, but those
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tools are not musical instruments themselves. TIle tongquan cited by Kuttner was
a copper weight in disk shape, but it was neither the pi disk nor a musical
instrument Kuttner thinks the copper weight was similar to the pi disk, and
possibly also had musical significance. Again, this is only the author's
hypothesis; he does not provide any evidence to prove that the copper weight
was used as a musical instrument.

It is true that when the pi disks were hung on a human body as
decorating objects in andent times, they might be struck and generate some
sound. But we don't know what tool was used to strike the disks. Possibly more
than two pi disks were used to strike each other to make sounds. Even in this
case, the pi disks were still mainly considered as decorating objects rather than
musical instruments. Here, I don't oppose the discussion of the musical
significance of the pi disks. They may have had some musical significance to a
certain degree in ancient times. My criticism here is that the author's argument
is not very convincing. and the literary sources he offers are not very helpful
As the author indicates, the chapter on the pi disks is a republication of one of
his previous articles published in 1953 ("'TIle Musical Significance of Archaic
Chinese Jades of the Pi Disk Type." Artil1us Asia' 16025-50). It seems that from
1953 to the publication of this book. no significant progress had been made in
research on this topic; otherwise, the author could have given a report on such
progress and have supplied more evidence for his points.

The third kind of instruments discussed is the lithophones. The author
gives a good survey of the state of research. and he also reports his own study
and measurements of some lithophones in Western countries. But he seems to
have made a mistake in the history of the lithophones. When he introduces a
lithophone dating from the Shang dynasty, he says it ....is certainly the oldest
found to this date" (p. 96). This is not true: In the late 19705, two lithophones
with some other objects dated to the Xia dynasty (21st - 16th century B. C.)
were unearthed at two sites in Shanxi province. One is from the Dongx.iafeng
site in Xiaxian County; the other is from the Taosi site in Xiangfen County.
Reports on those archaeological findings were published in the early 1980s in
China (see Dongxiajeng Kaogudui 1980, and Zhongguo Shehui Kexueyuan
Kaogu Yanjiusuo Shanxi Kaogu Gongzuodu;' Linjen Diqu Wenhuaju 1983).
Chinese musicologists have also recognized. the date of those two lithophones
(see Uu Dongsheng and Yuan Quanyou 1988). :Kuttner does not mention those two
earlier lithophones. While his book is only concerned with the period from the
Shang to the early Tang dynasty, he errs in stating that the lithophone from
the Shang dynasty is the "oldest found to this date."

The last category concerned is the cauldrons. As it is well known,
cauldrons are not musical instruments. Why does the author include it in this
book? Because he thinks there is some link between cauldrons and bells. He
notices that many cauldrons have buttons or stubs on their surface, and he
believes those are for heat radiation. He notices many bells also have similar
buttons or stubs on their surface, and he suggests that this is because the "laws
of heat radiation applied to sound radiation" (p. 59). Again. this is only the
author's hypothesis, and he does not provide any evidence to support his point
As far as I know, no historical source exists to support this hypothesis. Even if
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this hypothesis is true, the discussion would better stand as a part of the
chapter on bells rather than as an independent chapter.

Several matters of more general import also require critical attention.
First, considering the title of the book" its real scope is rather narrow, because it
only deals with a few metal and stone percussion instrwnents. In fact. there are
many kinds of anoent wind and string instruments Wlearthed in OUna, such as
bamboo flutes, panpipes, mouth organs, and different types of zithers. Without
looking at them, one can hardly give a rounded picture of "'the archaeology of
music in anoent China," as the title of this book claims.

Secondly, when the author discusses ancient instruments, he does not
pay enough attention to historical sources related to those instruments. Most
chapters only cite modem publications. Although the author also mentions a
few primary sources, he does not examine them very carefully. The arguable
point about pi disks may have resulted from this ignorance. If the author had
read the descriptions about pi disks in historical sources carefully, he might
well have adopted a different view of the matter.

Thirdly, the author does not pay enough attention to related
publications after 1980. He lists important publications in this field only
between 1955 and 1980. Although he also talks about ""The Situation After
1980," and occasionally mentions some publications from 1985 and 1986 he
nevertheless omits many important publications from the early 19805. This is
especially true for the publications on the musical instruments unearthed in the
Tomb of the Marquis Yi of Zeng. He denies the existence of the doubl~pitch

bells possibly due to his ignorance of the related publications from the early
19805. It seems that he does not mention the lithophones of the Xia dynasty
because he has not read the relevant archaeological reports carefully.
Finally, Kuttner's general research methodology seems somewhat out of date.
Although the book was published in 1990, the author employs rather
conventional positivist and experimental research methods in general. He pays
attention to the instruments themselves, but ignores their cultural and social
meanings. He appears to have little interest in the contemporary methodology
of anthropology and ethnomusicology.

In sum, this book is the first one in this field in a non-QUnese language
by a Western scholar. It is worth reading for both Chinese and Western readers
interested in this field. For researchers in China, it provides valuable data on
some ancient instruments restored in Western countries. For Western readers, it
gives a preliminary survey of the archaeology of ancient Chinese music,
although the survey is neither complete nor totally accurate.

WuBen
University of Pittsburgh
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CHIME Bridges World Music and Ethnomusicology:
A Report From Rotterdam

John E. Myers

For several years, CHIME, the European Foundation for 0Unese Music
Research, has paralleled the work of ACMR in the US, and some scholars of
Chinese music belong to both organizations. This year, an exciting joint
conference was planned, so that CHIME, the European Seminar in
Ethnomusicology (ESEM), and the 3rd International Symposium on Teaching
World Music (IWM) could share resources and engage in meaningful dialogue.
1he conference and its associated series of concerts (the Rotterdam World Music
Festival) was held at de Doelen, a large music facility with two concert halls
and meeting rooms. 1he main theme for the entire conference was "Music in a
Changing World," while "East Asian Voices" was the theme for the CHIME
meeting. with sub-themes of "Voices addressing mortals," and "Voices
addressing the gods." Since all of the proceedings of the o-nME meetings will
be published in two consecutive issues of the journal, I will focus on the joint
sessions and on the China-related presentations in the ESEM sessions. A lively
dialogue ensued among the diverse representatives of the academic world,
figures from the recording and artist promotion indusbies, media journalists,
and performing musicians. Europe's special position as a ~peninsula of Asia~

and next-door neighbor to Africa was considered, as was the tension inherent in
Europe's transition to a multicultural society; a change embraced by most of the
conference participants but not by all Europeans.

Although the exchange of ideas was an important feature of the joint
conference, the music itself was even more impressive, with nanguan
performances by the Han Tang Yuehfu Ensemble as well as pipaist Wu Man,
guqin artist Dai Xiaolian, and vocalist Uma Chahartugchi, who sings
Mongolian traditional folk songs. The experimental blending of styles by Wu
Man, who accompanied vocalist tiu Sola in a kind of blues and rock-inspired
style, and Uma Olahartugchi, who superimposed her arching melodies over
gentle modal improvisations by Robert Zollitseh (zither) and Oliver Kalberer
(guitar) were also interesting and effective. The music was performed in a very
resonant space, the Kleine zaal, a small concert hall especially tuned for
chamber music, so that the nuances of solo qin and pipa, the delicate intonation
and instrumental balance of nanguan, and other subtleties were all conveyed to
the large audience with no loss of clarity. Cl-DME program chair Frank
Kouwenhoven provided an excellent narration, explaining the context and
extramusical themes to the audience, which consisted of local music fans as
well as the expected assortment of ethnomusicologists, youthful "world music"
students from the Amsterdam Conservatory (which was celebrating the 5th
anniversary of its popular World Music program), and international guests.

At joint sessions, the participants considered a de-mythologized view
of "World Music" as a somewhat elitist concept which often excludes much of
the world's popular and classical music. Using 0Una as an example, Frank
Kouwenhoven said that "world music" might work as a paradigm in Europe and



America, but "wouldn't mean a thing in Beijing." as he described the tendency
of academic policy makers in the PRC to maintain a dual artistic stream of
European classics and. Otinese traditional music, but very little material from
the rest of the world. One can't help but think of other times, however (such as
during the Tang dynasty), when 0Una was the very center of international
musical blending and experimentation. Mr. Kouwenhoven also prOVided his
own exampJes of diversity within "Chinese music" by presenting the brilliant
performers mentioned above, who shared the concert programs with
representative virtuosi from the Hindustani, Japanese, and Afro-Caribbean
traditions, to mention a few.

ESEM sessions were organized around subsidiary themes such as
"Musical evolution - shockwise vs. gradual change," "Creativity - traditional
musicians vs. contemporary composers," and "Man the musician - musicians'
biographies." Although the Cf-nME sessions started two days before ESEM,
Otina was well represented in the ESEM sessions as well. CHIME member
Antionette Schimmelpenninck assisted Dai Xiaolian in the discussion of guqin
techniques, as those in attendance were reminded that carriers of this tradition
have developed a very precise taxonomy for the description of timbre
inflections. Helen Rees assisted Zhang Xingrong in presenting the biography of
Zhang Laowu, a blind musician of Otina's Lahu minority. nus presentation
showed the interrelationship of personal and political history, as shifts in
government policy have a profound effect on the lives of musicians. Zhang
Laowu's sanxian playing features lengthy but delicate glissandi that echo the
regional singing style, and his life is an inspiring testimony to the spirit of
artistic perseverance. Composer Jad Body of Wellington, New Zealand
presented some fascinating interpretations of music from Yunnan. His
composition students had arranged and notated this music with great precision,
so that the inflections and timbres could be conveyed by European instruments.
In simultaneous sessions, special workshops were held by the international
performers, providing some "hands on- training in various musical languages,
including many from O\ina and East Asia. These practical and informative
workshops were geared toward the "teaching world music" symposium.

"World music" and "ethnomusicalogy" are both problematic as terms,
but programs of study bearing one or another of these words in their titles often
share quite a bit in the way of subject matter. While many members of AOvfR
were trained in US. or Canadian ethnomusicology programs which include
actual music-making as part of a graduate curriculum. the situation is quite
different in Europe, where there is still more of a methodologica.l split between
the theoretical traditions of musical scholarship, which is encouraged in
universities, and the practical traditions of musical artistry, which is
promoted in conservatory settings. The Rotterdam conference, which brought
together these two dearly-defined approaches, has prOVided a special
perspective in the ongoing relationship between two great tasks - making music
and Wlderstanding music.

Author's postscript: Some of the issues involved in using ~world music- (as~ to
"ethnomuskololW) for defining a field of study are outlined. in my article; ~Continuing the
Dialogue - A Concemed Educator Deconstructs (World Muskl," College Music Society
Newsfdter, Sept., 1992.
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News and Information

ACMR 1996 Call for Paper

The 10th anniversary meeting of ACMR will be held in conjunction with the
41st annual meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology on Thursday, October
31, 1996, from 8 pm to 11 pm, at the Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel Downtown
Toronto (formerly Westbury Hotel) in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Proposals for
presentation should be sent by September 16, 1996, to Dr. Fred tau, Department
of Music, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407;
FlOC 805-756-7464; Pho"," 805-756-2179; E-mail;<Ilau@oboe.caIpoly.edu>.As
usual, reports of the following nature are particularly welcome: research in
progress, fieldwork experience, and in-depth discussion of narrowly focused
subjects. ACMR encourages graduate students to participate.

eontero",,," in Taiwan

A conference entitled -Qtinese musicians' conference- was held from February
27 to March 3. Organized by the Taiwan Provincial Symphony Orchestra, the
conference was attended by invited musicians, composers, and musicologists
from mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. In addition, two more
conferences related to Orinese music will be held in Taiwan in April and May
as part of the Jaipei International Music Festival (TIMF)" dated March 1 to
May 12. The first conference is entitled ·Conference on the Traditional Music of
the Austronesian Linguistic Groups· and will be held from April 19 to 23.
Organized by Hsu Tsang·houei and sponsored by the council for Cultural
Planning and Development, the conference will invite scholars from Japan,
Okinawa, mainland China, the Philippines, and Taiwan. Altogether eight
papers will be presented. In addition, there will be nightly perfonnances by
aboriginal groups in the region, including the She people from Fujian province
of China, the Kalingga people from northern Luzon of the Philippines, as well
as the Bunun and Amis peoples of Taiwan. Immediately following this
conference will be the second conference, to be held from April 23 to May 5.
Entitled "'The Past and Perspectives of Traditional Music," the conference is
organized by Ming Liguo and is sponsored also by the Council for Cultural
Planning and Development. The conference will consist of paper presentations
by 29 scholars from mainland 0Una, Hong Kong, USA, and Taiwan, as well as
symposiums and lectures. The conference will take place not only in Taipei but
also in cities in the southern and eastern parts of Taiwan.

A festival of Sino-Amerlcm Music and Culture

Sponsored, presented, and organized by the College Conservatory of Music, the
Departments of Anthropology, Political Science, and HiStory of the College of
Arts and Sciences, all of the University of Cincinnati, A Festival of Sino
American Music and Culture was held at the Conservatory on March 28-31,
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1996. Bringing together composers, performers, and scholars, the festival
consists of fow concerts, two lecture/demonstrations, seven lectures, and four
panel discussions.1he concerts and lecture/demonstrations present compositions
by May-Tchi Chen, Chen Yi, Chou Wen<hung. Guo Wenjing, Ping Jin, Bun
Ching Lam, Pan Hwang-Long. Qu Xiaosong, Bright Sheng, Tan Dun, and Zhou
Long. Except for Guo and Tan, all composers were present and participated in all
events. The performers include faculty and students of the conservatory, and
Chinese musicians Wang Yang and Ke Min. Lecturers include Cllou Wen-OlUng,
Eric tai, Joseph Lam, Rulan Chao Pian, Sue Tuohy, Bell Yung, and Su Desan
Zheng. The organizers were William Black, Man Kwan, Bruce McClung..
Severine Neff, and Frank Samarotto. A full report on the event will appear in
the next ACMR Reports.

CHINOPERL

CHINOPERL (Conference on Chinese Oral and Performing Literature, Inc.)
held its annual meeting on April 11, 1996 at the Center for Korean Studies,
East-West Center, on the campus of University of Hawai'i at Manoa, in
Honolulu, Hawai'i, in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Association
for Asian Studies. Papers presented included "Forbidden Fruits: Prohibitions
Related to the Perfonning Arts During the Yuan, Ming and Qing" by Chen Fan
Pen (University of Calgary), MHome of Drama: Theater and Performances in
Early Twentieth-century Nantong" by Shao Qin (Trenton State College), "A
Revival in the Peking Opera: An EvaluationMby Colin Mackerras (Griffith
University, Australia), and "Western Theatrical Techniques in Two Recent
Productions of Peking Opera" by Sarah L Ander.;on (Whitman College). The
keynote lecturer was Fei Shixun of Guangdong Institute of Music Research,
whose lecture title was "Dancing in the Straw Mat Shad: A Cultural Heritage
of Cultivation in the Remote Antiquity". The day ended with a short guzheng
retical by Zhang ling (Shandong Economic College). As usual, the scholarly
activities were followed by the annual Chinoperl banquet that same evening at
the Maple Garden Restaurant, and a business meeting held on April 13, 11:30
am to 1 pm, at the Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel. Program chair of the
meeting was Joseph S. C. Lam.

Association for Asian Studies

There was only one paper of direct relevance to ACMR at the annual meeting of
the Association for Asian Studies, held from April 11 to 14, 1996, at the Hilton
Hawaiin Village Hotel in Honolulu, Hawai'i. It was "Music! Music! Does it
Mean No More than Bells and Drums? Theories and Practices of Confucian
Ceremonial Music" by Joseph S. C. Lam (University of California at Santa
Barbara), as part of the panel on "'The Cult of the Supreme Sage: Social,
Ritual/Musical, and Political Aspects of the Temple of Confucius".
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News of Individuals

Eric Lai, Assistant Professor of Music Theory at Baylor University, read a
paper "The Realization of Re-muger: Compositional Aesthetic in the Early
Music of Cl\ou Wen<hung" at the joint meeting of the American Musicological
Society, the Society for Music Theory, and Center for Black Music Research in
New York City in November, 1995. He received the Young Investigator's
Award, presentated by the Graduate School of Baylor University, on February
14, 1996. He served on the program committee for the Annual meeting of the
Texas Society for Music Theory, March 1-2, 1996.

Bell Yung will take a leave from the University of Pittsburgh for two years,
beginning September, 1996, to teach at the University of Hong Kong. He has
also been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for his project on Cantonese
narrative songs, which he will defer to 1998-99 because of prior commitment to
University of Hong Kong.

Su Zheng (Wesleyan University) received a 1996-97 fellowship from the
Committee on Scholarly Communication with China for her project titled "The
Gendering of Music and Women's Musical Traditions in Modem O'lina.... She
will be on sabbatical in the fall of 1996 to finish her book "Immigrant Music and
Transnational Discourse: Otinese American Music Culture in New York Oty,'"
and will be in China during the spring of 1997 to conduct the field work for her
new project on gender, women,. and Olinese music.

Cney Man Kong Lum has recently published In StRrch ofa Voia: Karaoke and
the Construction Of ldmtity in Chinese America (Mahwah, N): Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, 1996). The book is an ethnography of how three
interpretive communities of Hong Kong, Taiwanese and Malaysian OUnese
immigrants living in the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area engaged in
karaoke as a cultural practice in the reIconstruction and maintenance of their
respective social identity. Among other subjects discussed are popular music and
the mass media in the OUnese American experience, the interplay between
technology and diasporic culture, the interplay between Cantonese opera
singing and karaoke and the role of the media audience in the hybridization
and indigenization of popular culture products. Write to Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, Inc., 10 Industrial Avenue, Mahwah, NT 07430-2262, (fax) 201-236
0072, or e-mail: orders@leahq.mhs.compuserve.com. The book is listed at
$14.50 for paperback and $29.95 for hardcover; a limited-time 10% discount
may apply.

Sisi Chen has recently released a new album of solo yangqin music, including
modem and traditional pieces, called Tidts and Sand, audio compact disc,
produced by Henry Street Folklore in association with the New York OUnese
Cullulal Ceo,",. Rounder Records Number HSROOl.
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Current Bibliography on Chinese Music

Sue Tuohy
Indiana University

This Spring 1996 issue of ACMR Reports resumes the ~Current

Bibliography~which will list publications focusing on 0Unese music and music
in OUna, including dance, theatre, opera and narrative forms. It will contain
citations of publications written in English and selected European languages.
OUnese-language publications will not be included except in cases where
particular works have been reviewed in English- and European-language
publications.

Because of the lapse of time since the publication of the last ~Current

Bibliography,~ this issue includes works published between 1991-96 that were
not listed in previous ACMR Ntwsldter bibliographies. Books published
before 1991 but reviewed since are also be included. The bibliography is
divided into fow sections: books and articles, brief articles, audi~visual

materials, and reviews of audio-visual materials.
The ~Books and Articles" section of the bibliography lists books,

theses, dissertations, articles (primarily academic articles of more than 5
pages), and reviews. Reviews are listed under the name of the author of the
book reviewed. The "Brief Articles" sections lists shorter articles and those
from popular magazines under the journal or magazine titles. A5 an experiment.
I have added sections on "Audio-Visual Materials" and ~Reviews of Audio
Visual Materials.~ These sections will be continued and expanded if readers
find them useful to their research, teaching, and enjoyment. Comments
regarding formatting and information to be included will be appreciated. I
would like to thank Kathleen Casey and Frank Gunderson for their assistance
in compiling this bibliography.

Readers are invited to submit bibliographic information on recent
publications, including omissions and corrections to the present list (for which I
apologize in advance). For instance, the coverage of European-language
publications has not been systematic; many journals published outside the
United States are not available in libraries in the United States nor are they
regularly indexed on available electronic databases. To insure accurate and
complete information, readers and writers are encouraged to submit copies of
the publications or of tables of contents from journals (especially those journals
that are not easily found in libraries in the U.S.). I also will appreciate
suggestions concerning the types of material to be induded in the bibliography:
audio-visual materials? internet and multi·media resources? materials on
0Unese music as it is performed and composed throughout the world?

Please send citations, suggestions, information, and publications to:
Sue Tuohy, Folklore Institute, Indiana University, Bloomington IN 47405; ~
mail: tuohys@indiana.edu; phone: 812-855-4742.
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